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'ABSTRACT 
' . 
. , 
~ \ 
. \ , } . This study was motivated by the _ coqtroversy wqich exists over tne 
• 
approach to teaching geoi:ae try in grade nine. : Which approach should be ua_ed 
. . / ' . . . · . . . 
to teach geometry at this grade ;Level: inductive or deductive? ~is ha~ 
. . . . " . . . ' . 
·been an 1 is~ue ,of concern, in N-ewfoundland: and Labrador during the last five ... . 
years. 
. ' .. 
: - ' .... .. 6 
•, ... . . . . 
·The main purpose , of :the ~tu~~" Was' to.' '.itivest:J.gat_e the level of 
. . ~ . ,. I 
thinki:n.g of- grade --nine. students in geome.try at the. be.ginning of. tlie school 
. ! '. 
o .. I ' -
year. · ~ second·: important · ~pect • of the.: .study· ··was · rela~ed to the .text -. · . 
·. · · ... - . .. · ...~ . 
materials· used t_o teach the -geometry strand·. in grade .eighto--:........_A.l,ao, it·' was 
. . . ' . . ........_,, 
~ attemp~ed. to .1-et:eru:ne if .- tn~ me.nt~i ;de~elopm,ent· ·,o~· : grade nine si::dents-~ 
. Zl ~ _.' ::---... -......... 
geometry in Newfoun~laDd and ,Labrador differed from thos·e ·· of etudent.e in 
.. ~ 
J 
the United States . •• 
· .. 
. 
• 
The sample o~eonsisted · of 1 004. gr~e ~ nine students at the · ~ginni~ · 
·of the -e_chool year. in Newfoundland __ aJ;Jd Labr~dor. _ Howeve_r,_- 75 s.tudenta we~e 
--- - \ • • w . • _ ___ _ __ :,_ . • . ... • • • 1 • • 
el~m!nated from ·the sample because they were · repeating grade · nine ( 46) or 
• " , . I . ' • • 
. I " . • i 
us1ng· an 4ltern~dve textbook series ' (29).. Consequently, 929 s t udents 'were 
... 
included for :·data analysis~ ··-~ 
; ' ' ., • 0 
The students w~re require<$ to provi·de ' info1'118.tion. rel,ative to 
,f . 
their grade last rear, the textbook used to' istudy geometry in grade' eight, 
and plac ement in grade ' ~ine thi.s school year_: advan~ed, academic, or 
• t • . 
pracl:~cal. This infomation was utiliz~d in. data a~i~~ . 
Geometry 
I . 
.. 
The students were administered a .modified · verston of the•van H.iele · 
... 
Test. This test · included four 
. I 
i1 
··' 
.-·.·· ,, 
levels"of multiple-cho~ce 
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~uesti~ns_ : R8cognition, Analysis, prderin~, and Deduction. 
five questions_ at~ each level .for~. a total of 20- questions' 
There. were 
. . 
. The students were' classi-fied according to tlie van Hiele· theoty . of 
I 
. m~ntal deveiopment in aeometry. . Each student was as~igned a level: 
. . . i .· . . I . 
Recogn1t
1
lon, .. Anal~si~. ' ·o~~er'lng, or Dedu.c~ion •. · r~ .was possible to clas,ify \ · 
. ' 
• ~ '88.7 pe~cent 6f . t~e sample .using· a cri-terion· ofoJ out of 5 items ·-correet ·at 
r . , ., e~ l~Vel, lihOn 1/j, c~tOrion. ~,< 4 out _ ~f s_0~t""!'c~~rect at ~h 1•••1 ...;.,. c _ ; 
· a.p.pli~·d ~ it :was Pos.sible t 'o : cl.88sify'..95 percent into ,_a va1t iliele level. In 
• / ; ~ ' • • .,~ .. ·.... • p • • ' • ' ( ; , '\' • • • ' , 
~-~e 
1
ras.e. of :~ ~~tiof . 5,. th~· ·major~t.~ . o~· : st~.de~;s . were at _the - ~ec~g~ition 
and ianalysis . levels of " the' van Hiele theory.- · In the. -.case.•of 4 out of 5, 
. . . ' 
th•/ majorfty 'of 'students were at the . recognition level or belOw rec_og~ition . . 
' . ' . ~ . 
level. 
I 
The •majo,J: finding of• !_the inv~stt·gati'on was that sty_dents· at the 
. ' ) . ·' \ 
.beginnitig of gr~de tttne are pot prepared for deductive·· reasoning· according · 
. . . . . . ~ 
· to the ··van. Hiele ··model:·:·.-· .. 
The second major conc·lusi.on related to the. textbooks used to teach 
..... c . . . 
geometry in . gr_ade eigh~- - and the level of thinking of~ students ' at the . 
.. 
:beginning of grade nine. It1 · was found ' that . th-e level of thinking qf~ 
r~. . 
atudenta ·in ge0111etry _at : the beginning of grade nine· ·was independent of the 
. t I • • , · . . .. ' 
··textbook used for .ge~try ina.t .r'uction in grade eight when a crite.rion of 3 .... 
out of 5 was ap~l;e4· . Ho~ever, a ~cant difference · ~~ f ound when the 
- . I • ' ,._ , 
4 OUt of · ~ criterion' WaS . ·.used.-· .· The level Of thin"king . in ~eometry was 
, . . . . 
dep~ndent on· the_, text used for .. geOiietry·.instruction•· 
•• . IJ 
' the ' third major ·conclusion related . to homo. g~neous . populatlons and 
~ ' . -
.,? "· .. .. 
levels · of mental deveiopment · ' in' geometry. · There ·Was a significant 
difference in the level ot" mental . de'l(elopment- ~n geometry of ·grade nine 
r.. . . • , 
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in Newfoundland and Labrad~r and t~oae ·in . the United States. 
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CHAPTER I 
• I , 
STATE·MENT . OF TH~ PROBLEM 
' a •• · • , • • , • • 
·' 
• t 
f . 
To · some min,da· ~is "ur·ge"· collles e.rly;: ·.to others · it c·omes ~· . · 
late; to :a few ·· it . comes riot ·at ~.1. · ~il it com~.s, .. · 1 • . 
however,· the·. p.upi~ .can profit bu~ little ·frol!l: tne·· studY. 'of · ..__~ 
. demonstrat.ive .geometry·.' (Re'eve; 1930, p. ll)· · · , . · 
~ . . -.. . . 
·, 
. . ·Reeve · (1930) :. ideritifled.(.~~ t~pe~ '.'of '~~~~etr:.: . 'inf:ru;at,· ~ich 
' (I 1 o ·o ' ', _ • • ; ' ' ' o J.'' 'o ·.1'1 t I ' < ,t : _'! 'o • 
i~clu.des . i'lttuitive .and' exp~.rimendl ke~metr~es, . apd. demo~8trative ·ge:omitry'. 
' j ,00 ' • 0 t I t ' " o o • o ' o ', 
' which 'iS a desi're or "urge..; to 1 prove. · : Fifty . years ago~ ~thema t'ics ·. 
.,., 
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• • • v 
' ' ? . . . . . . ~ ' ' ' . . .I • • • • • : • • ' 
-~ educators were inte~e~te~· in_ deve~oping a ~W~ognoatic t~st in d~monsd·&.ti_Ye _: 
r. 
0 
geometry" ~o de'jfrini.pe · ~o · c~uld pr~f~t •by ,~educti~e .thin~ing~t4) ~ 
_, when do students reach a ~·tag!'! -i~ :· t.!!¢r · mental: d~vei·opment where · : . 
they can re11soti ded'uctive~y? Piag~t,. · · .indi~~~ed . a; tra~sition- bet~e~n· . th~ ·.:.' 
0 • • ~ ~. 
~tlge of cone_te;te · ope'rations .. a~ .t~e·· fonlill · ·oper~tio~l ~eage. He;' ata.ted.,• 
.\.,. ' .. ... . . ' ;· 
that . the child enters the ·, &~age of adult reasoiiing or ·formal 'operaticins . 
. . .- . ' . ; ·. . ' .;. ·, ~ . . 
' '. . . . ' . . . .. 
. '. 
' I 
l 
near th'e age of eleven· or tWelve.·· (Adler·; ·l97l, p·. 1214) . . _. .·• · · .. 
• • ' ~. .' • • • • • .. ... • ., ' : ; ·... • • • ·, • w • 
· · Deductive' reasoniqg .is . c~nsidered to be. ·.a· aopl;t:i.aatica:t'ed · ),eha~i9ui. ·· .•. · · · :.:· · · ' 
' . . . . . .:.. .: .'.~ . . l .... ,, . . · . ... ·.. : ."' ·. ~. '• ·.'" . . • . ~. ·;. :~ ~ . . ·:, . · . t 
This ability is .the . .final foqn :of al~- m&:thema·tic'al · ~e~sonhg. ·Th_e geo111e~ry . 
component in _ ·seQ.~r · h~gb . sc~~ol , ·~the~tic~ c~drse·~.·: · r~~~tr~s .. :~~~~~~;1~·:. > ·:: 
thinking. Students · a!'e ~pee ted ·,. to ' ~ · 'ab.le ·.to : wri.te a fo.~i ·proQf. · .. or . ; .. · 
. .• . \ . . . . . . . . .. ' 
synthesilte .~ U~isk.i~ . (19B2X ~tat,ea; · ·G.t;o~et't:Y .p~oof ' iii ·'~ ~igh · lev~i' ,. ~~sk ·. :· 
' I • o' • I : ' o ' 
' ' •. ' . . . . . l' 
.which would seQID ·. to ·. 1118~ · c_ognitive .' ·deunda · in , ~he 
! ' · . 
area~ 
• t 
of 
•, 
reasoni ng, abstract reaso~ng, 'and problem s~.l~ins ~· . '(p. a&): ... > . · . . : . ~, . . I 
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P\!oor-Utting i's. considered a complex· ter.,mtnal 
. .. 
beil.avi~~i: wh.ich .'is · ~ · .. 
. ), '. . ... . . . ,, i 
! 
. \ 
! 
ar·e .hierarchial. and ." } • 
., - . •• v . 
built on a number of prf!!req~site sk'ills. Thes~. skills 
' ' ol 
· . r·~qu:i.re. a consUerabi~. amount of i~~tru~t;io'nal ·time~ ·· ~~re is g~ne~ar l' 
. ' . .. • .. ' ~ • • ~ . ' . • . . ~ . . . •• ' .. . • • ' ' • : .' • ~<:> • • :i . 
a.gr~em~t:lt •ong_. mathematiC{!~ edu~ators·· (H~ndi:ix, . '196,-1; Al:·~~nd_oer'fe~, 1969; .· · . , 
C' ~~'ne, ~~15; w:at;~ 197~;;. : Hoif~r~ . . i9'8.1~: · ~·~own) ·.:;9S2) ~.th4't '. 1~~u~t.4ve •: . . . ··;:.· ~.~·:· :~:·-:~···-
• : .. ·..: • ' • <I:' • • • .. • : : .· : .. , • • • •• < ·.' ' ... : . : ·. ·. -~ " > . eJ ~ · ~ : . t . .' ~ .. ... ~- . ,• . 
. conjectudiig ··is .:: a · pre·~eq.uisite'W to . foruial . proof ~dting or ·. deduct'ive . . " 
' ' ' r ' ' ,' ' ·, ' . ' • ·.~·:· ·~ ; /Y: ' ' . . ' ' 
. . :. , . ,- ' ~ . :· . . ·. . . . . 
.. • reason1:D$• .'· .-'' . . · :: . . . •: ·. ':' ·,< . . . ,: . :· ·'"· 1 _· l •. , • 
. . . .· .. . • .. . .. . ·. • . . . . ... ) ·. .: . . . . . : .. . ·. .. . .. , <. . . . . . . . I . ; . 
... ,~ ; 'I.~ete ; .ia\_some · .con~en~.~~ ·.\among · ~tb~ma.ti.~s. · e4ucat~rs .:that .· geometrY' · ·.: _.·. l' 
. . i .s .·a ~s~c skJ.~l~·t :.-~lie ::iuni~ .:·~.i~h. :~~~o~~ -- l~v~·l · (Sa~~~a: ~._.:~~nn~~ ;;'~96S~·· ·. ~f· .... .' i 
• I • , • .. : '.": . ·• ' . • • . .. ' . ' j. • ', '·, , ·,i ~ · .•' ; • • .: · ·. :, •,. ' , I .' ' • ' _' ' ' ·, ' ' ' . ' . ' ~: ' .... I ' ' • ! 
. Pet'et~~n,:· 19~; ·:slterarci; : 19.~1)'~ ::· :.tti · .gr~de·a- .. sev'en a'Dd. eight, · .the . geom~t'"ry ~ . 1· _, 
, . • • • •• • : ., • • .f • • • : - • • • ' : • •• •• • , . • • • • • .. •• • • ! \' . .• 
. . . . . . ~ .. .. ~ · . ·" . . . · ., :r · ·.' 
at.rand is i'nfdrmal and f~uctive. HoweveJ;,;.- .. the~e :11(1 some uncMta:lnty ·at . · ; 
" ·th• . oi~.t ","'de levei reiia;dill8 <.~~ .~~pro¥•~ t<>':'tii< t~8~~;ng ~ geometric. ·. , , · .1 '.· 
concept(J and .prOJ?erti'es • . · . ~ilt i~asbnl~g. sh<>~ld' ~ US.fd 1~ .g~o:OOhy~ ·with . -. I 
I , I . . - ~ ·· . .. \~ ... ' . • 
. . . . ' . . ~" ' ; ... . ,: ~. . ' . .. ; . .. . . . . 
'thea·~ -8 tudents ·---inductiVe or .'deductive?" 1~· . seems ~~t. some . atud~nts ' i il 
· .. · . . : i ' .. . · ,, .· ·: ... . . . ' ' .· · . "'~ ... -. · .. - . . .' . 
·· · this, . gr~de · go; thro~gh a .tranUtoty peri'Od .'· f.rom J,nductive.: ·~o dedue:tive 
., . .. ~ . . ~ ~ ·.,. . . : . ' ;: . ~ . . ~- . . .. . ' · . ·.. . . . . ~ ". . \ - ,J • 
. reasontn~. · . Itt ~he . ni~th .:~rade, the . ·~eome;~Y. · · ~t~d~e.d . shot'lld . .ref~ec~ the . 
··.: . .':. _:· . 0 I ; C) • • • • • • • • • • , • • .i-' . ., . , ,\ . 
· .\ stucie~t·' s JD~nta~ ~e:v(;!l~~ent ·as }~ .. ,~~~18tea .. :t.o .. 'ge_om~tri~ t}\inklng·. · D~ip~.~.e 
• ·. t:1.ei~ Jr~rioiogic~i ·a~e:~·- · th~.'; r!QD ~ev~lo·~~;~~ ·. ~f . mariy :td~dt · P.-~ers · ·may · .. 
~ . n~~ .~· ~~·;fi~~ent '• to ~e"a~o: . ~eductivel;y. ! • ·~~ ~e~ree o~.· eop~~sia ~'{f!~ to 
' I ' ' • ' ' ~ • o ' ' lo " • ' ' ' • I '• • ; .,; 
... th'e ' ~;e~_chip.g of 1~omal ~~~·try.~ in ·~·rl~er.·.s.r~dea i!l a .~rftl~al . var iable··· . .. 
·~ .'· I ·in' termS' Of .~tUd~n~• SUCCe8'8 ~in g~~de •DiD~o . ',. . , , ·. · ' . · . . • 
• • , l • , • " • • • • ' . • 
. ,· 
... . 
' ' ' ' ' I • 
.. , 
. '· 
In Newfou.ndlana abd Labrador; ·the geometry component· 'of junior: high .. '~ (•c!>O;i . ~~he~¢!<:; · .~ . ,beOn . a foch . ·~i~.~ foi. JmC'h 'di~_cuaoion" ;i.nci," • ,( 
. . ' .. . . ·~~ptealie~ · '19.~1. '\b~~e \av~· ~~'d (two~: d.n 1aa~.~:s. : '(1) . the approa~h ·.uaed . in 
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ninth ;g~ade ' ge~~try - inductive anl/or dedu~t~h~i atul' ·(H) the quality oft 
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informal gedla~try b~ing taught before grade nine, e•pecially grades seven 
.-~ - · ... all(!, ,eight; .~ ~vervilv: of the ·current junior high. mathematics curriculum, 
.. 
. 
,, 
-
. -~!.j,} • '. . ... . 
~, ~ 1 as Q some . backgr~~nd \ ' is neces sa·ry • . · 
• ': :e_"f - • ' ' 
·• · ,· \~.l:i -_The jttni~r high mathe~tits ·curriculum currently bas · tvo --d~st:tnct 
·, 
.. 
" • . • •. ' ... ·- . . "I 
.s ttuci:ures-,- o~e 'd~·~~ed: for ;gx:ades seven ··and' eight . and .another f~r. 'grade; 
' ' - . . ., . . 
. . ·. ~ 
,nipe. in g':ades seve·n·. and e:f:ght, · ther~ _are core l;.IIliU .at 'e4ch grade level• 
' ' • • ' ' ' ' ' ' : • ... - • , t o '' I ' • ' • t ~· t 
wtth enrichmen~ and introductory·. to.pics. Th~re ·. ~0 units of . s:omet~y 
' •' •', : I 
· in the ~ore for each · 'sr'ade ~ . .In 'grade· •'nine,. :t.tiere ·are three courses 
• j . • 
, . 
.• '' designed for diff~~ent le~els · of'.math~~~ical ab'llity': advance_d, academic,- . 
'and . pr-actical. ·r~ the 'advanced and · ~cade~c . co~rses;-· geometry is so· 
I , '• • • •' .._ , ' ' 1 • ~ 
' .. . . . . ' ·• . . '_ p~rc'en~ of ' tbe pre~cr19eCI mathematics curriculum-· wi_th the ma~o~; difference ?-. . . · ..· 
' r • '• 
The· adva~cet\ course ,was · designed ·for students -Wtth.· above: av~r48e 
. · . ; ..... . 
. .... . 
being 1~ the approach • -~ . 
, i 
. . 
.· '· . ~ 
abil:l ty in · IDs: the~ tics. 
.. 
~o an .'a\l.stract · · 
•, . 
-.!!> 
mathematical ' s~s~em e~rly in the nint~ grade~ ~~ · ~~atmen~ of .geo~try ~~ . 
rig()r~s · ~nd proof-oriented. 
. . 
·' . Students : are'· exP,ected '. to ' pl'ove ,tr:tangles 
congr~·en~ ·-.,,- ~he end ·of .'grade · n'}ne~ The . textbook:: Geometry ... (Moise and ' 
. .. , . : ... • . . . .. . ' . . .. . . . . . 
.. ·nowD.s:, 1975), . authorized for · ·this· course · was witten. for tenth grade 
' \ . . . ' . 
'!. stude~ts ·in th~ trni·~·ed States who, study geomet~y . in a single ·year. At the 
' 'end of the ninth ·grade, the . attrition'~"'rate in a number of· 'classes is above . 
'-, ·. ' . . 
, .. \ . ' 
what .111gb t be . consider!d normal. 
. . . , . ' ! . : ' . - . 
Th~ · aca~eJide eciurse was· designed for studen~:s · with. - ~ve~{lge- abi1ity 
.. 
' 
in mathematics •. . The course - -~s st':ldied . by~ the majority of studenu· in 
~ . . 
' ' ' . . . - . . . 
· Newfo~~dland · so4 La"brador and in. ·many all~grade · schools, · it is : th' only 
. ' . . . " . .. '" . . . . ~ . ' . ' . 
courft ·;oe'fered. The geometr'y . Pc>rtion of this course' U&~ the inductive 
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approach' to establish· geometric concepts and properties 
' figures. . ·The new text a~orized fo~ ' ac~d~mic students 
... 
Geometry, ·Booll' 1 (~bps et al, 1981). 
4 
of • geometric 
is Math Is! 
• 
:- t: ·. · ~n. ·:~x-mbeY _1979, two: teJ~:t ' series were. authorized for grade~ ., . 
seven tlnd. eight':. School Mathematics and Math Is. · When these· teKts were 
. • mplem~~t~~·, ·. · S·C~~~-li!J had . the -~Option, tO sele't .one or the' ot;.her . ··depending 
'. 
on the aj)Ui ty of· · the stud.ent~ and, the gr.o~p:i.ng · 'policy o_f ·the school . ·- . . 
, • · ~ If' . ' , : . • ' .• ' • ~: ,' .• ,• ; I • ' . 
homogeneous versus heterogeneous. At that time, it was suggested by pilot 
• • ... ~ • • t " • • • , •• i . • • 11 ....... . . . • · ~ • 
'teachers that the Math Is series was- mor~ suited . for stuaents with average .. 
' o'r above ~vera'ge abi.'lity in .~tliematics. AI,so., it 'w~s .suggested. that tile 
.. 
~ School · Mathematics ·series~· Was more appropt:iate· for aver~ge or b;elow . average 
• • ' ' I ' 
' 0 • • 
. ability in ~trematics. Then .are some differencee ' in the textbo~k s~~ies 
"" , J •, • •. • .... '. ' • • : '•t; ' .,. • . ' • I f • 
C' •' • ' \. t 
.. 
--which h~ve had an impacE on: t.heir us~ in t}te •classroom. 
. ~ t T~e School MafhemsU~s ,s:·rie.s ,. was wrfhen · ip · the United States irt .• 
..... ' . ; \ . . . \ . 
the early ~970's/ H~w~ver;. ~n . ~97,4, the~e 'text~~~e~.e Can~di~nized . and 
. 
m~tricate.d · for• us·e "in Canadian . schools • . ~-The .aedes is· a 
· .. ··a . ·· ·· ' -~ . 
'the mat~ematics program :.~d: ~ : the_ , :elemerita~( ~choo~· 
. ' \ . ' · 
' I 
contJ;nuat:i,on of 
with the ·same 
' j . . 
The text£! . 'teaching . strategies . being . r 'ecommended. 
,• . . . . 1 
. . 
~re ·teache~orien~ed' 
. . \ . ·. 
. wel.J. , ... ~he; ~exts seemed . 'more -with a detailed· ·teacher's 
. 
edition.: A8 
•' 
• , • • .;. • 4 : 
f!ppropriate for heterogen~us. grouping · in · matheutics ·· or the _all:-grade , 
schooia . ai~ce . t~~ ~texts .'~oJta'in :·~aded ~er~~~-e-~ ~ .. ~· ·coruie~·uen~l~, in U79,. 
• r - 1 ' . , I ,' f • ~ ' ' • ' .· ' f ' .' , • • • 
the majority 'of ~tchools ad~pted the S h ol 'Mathematics sertes. . ,. · · •. 
, ' • • ' I 4llo, , ' , , , I , , , ' 1 ·. '\I . , 
The - &tb<fii"aerie~ was writ n . in Cansi~ bY· : in!ligeMu~ · · atithoi-s ,in 
I •I , ,....,t I • ' ', 
the m;Ld-1970's: ni~ aedes · extends ~rom gr~de.~ . ·seven to. , tWelv~ · and us~ a-
' . , . . . .. .. 
The. ·eexts p· are •stuctenti~oi'ientr!d ' Wi~ ver.)r' 
"' ' I ! 
' . ' "'- • ' , I • . ' : \ ' I 
' ' 'I I : .. ·\ I . ' . .. 
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so-!vi'ng' 
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approach. 
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5 
little direction for the teacher. ' Th'e fUst edition of these -books did not 
contain graded exercises. It was ·adopted in very few schools and mainly by 
those ~ich had a homogeneous' grouping po~i~ in grades seven,a~ ~ight. ~--• 
It ·_is .· btpp·rt~_nt to note th~cation of the ·geoJDetry in t;he two 
't.extb9ok ser~es. In School Mathematic's, the. geometry modules are loca~ 
at .th~ · end of the ·- textbooks. In Math Is, the · g~o~try · ch.apters are ··.: ·. 
integrated throughout .the t .extboQks. If mathematics is taught using ,. the . 
f'" . • . • . 
. textbo_ok appr,oach; ther~ may no~ be enough :instructional : time to ~teach 
. . ·• ' I 
geom~.try in· School Mathematics. 
·since September l9{31, ·ri th ·the implementation of Math ··rs/Geomei:t:v · 
Bo6k l, the"re has · been much. discussion on the suitdbility of the geometry 
\ 
cQntent in School ·Math·ematics al;ld Math ts.·-as a pre~eq_uisite .to grade nine 
academic mathematics .• , · reachers· have found the geometry in Matlt; · ts to be 
' ' I • • ' , • • • • 1\ 
' . \ ~ . . 
more appllc~b.le .as a :'PJ)et~quiaite. ·Many schools have moved to implement 
.. 
,the Math .Is texts · in grades -seven and ·,-eight. · Currently,. approximately 70 
I) • ' 4 I , 
. . percent . of stude'nts are using Math 'I.'s in this province.. This series 1-s 
~ . . -~ · 
being used in both hom~geneopa I and ~eterogeneous gioups as weli. as 
• I 
· all-gr~de scho~ls. 
. II\ . summary,. ·the I geometry portion of 
.course · at ;: .th~- . ~rd'~e- . nine lev~l ·was 'madified 
the academic mathematics 
-r 
to • accom~date tead~ers' 
. ' 
1 ~ 1 ' ' ' • • • • • ' • 0 I 0 ' • I ' ! 
cc_>nc~rns that . the, ,pre-y,ious cour ... e ~a too p;oof-.ori~nt~d • This shift ~rbm1 
. . . 
deduc'tlve , reaso~i:.ng t !o · th~ 'inductive 8)Jproac:h .at . ~his gr'ade le·y~l has ~en 
. . 
con.trover~ial ~· · . There are ' ~ome t~':lchere . ""o ·feel_ · t~at dedu~t~ve · reasonin~ 
• o - I • o • 
al}6uld . remain in ·g""cul_'ll-..q_~tle ·. delfpi ~e ··their s~udentb . bavina lim! ted. succeea·. 
new · geometry . courae in · S{Bde nine· .. has raised 
. ' ~ . 
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fundamental queS tfO,nS .r~la ti~ tO the 8 t:udent IS mental development in 
geometry and the qualit)' of geometry taught in the prevlc:nis grade using 
different text~ooks • 
•I. BURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
• 
Geometry is part of the · core requirements in the ·junior \ high " 
."\ v . . • 
ma~hema ,ti.cs program· in ''Newfoundland and Labrador. · Studen~s . shoul~ ~ ·. · 
provided .with expe rie~ces whic~ are approp::l.a te to the~r.~ level of . th:f:nk~F.: 
. In thili stud:y. answers to three questions r~lating to · studen~s • ~ ~ntal 
development in the ~inth· grade are sought. 
\ ~ Question 
Question 
• Question 
1: ,II Ar_~ s\udents at the beginning · of the ninth 1.· 
2: 
3: 
"' 
, 1' 
gr9-~e prepared for deductive reasoning? 
Are thel"e any differences between the van 
HiEile level~ of mental development in 
' 
geometx:y of grade nine students who were ... 
taught using the textbooks: Math Is/2 and 
School Mathematics 2? 
Are there any differences between the van 
Hiele levels of mental development in I 
geometry of grade nine students in Newfound-, 
l 
' land and Labradot and ~ose· of ll:Udents in 
......... 
the United States? 
\ 
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II, LIMITAT,lONS OF THE STUDY 
This studY. was conducted in the '.province' of Newfoundland and 
Labrador in the fall of 1983. ~e following, delim.itations wre impos·ed: .. 
. 1 •.. Students sampled were enrolled in grade nine for the first time \ . 
1in ~tembe,r 1983. Students repe·ating grade nine were ~iminated· from the 
salllple. 
2. " Students . sampled were 
.,. 
taught geometry in grade ~ight· _ from 
-...::::• 
School Mathematicjl 2 or Math Is/2. Sttidents.,~taught using other textbooks 
were eliminated from the .sam'ple • . \. . · · . . 
3. The study did not attempt to determine the amount of 
instru~tional time spent on geometry in grade eight. 
4. The · researcner is the Mathemat:Ccs Consultant With the 
Depax:tment of Education. ( 
· I 
---
. 
__ , . 
III. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
OVer the. next two . years, the junior high ~ch.ool curriculum in 
Newfoundland and Labrador will be reorganized. There are a number of 
implica1:1ons for'mathematics, especially at 'the grade nine level. Hence, 
this reaeuch ·should ha~ an· impact on the design of the mathematic's 
program in junior high school and, in particular, the . ge011e try · component. 
\ \ 
;;t'he level of thin'king ·in . geometry should be an important considex:atton in 
cur.riculum development • . 
Freudenthal\ ( 1973) exami~~d the role 'tot gt!ometry in the mathematics 
-
... 
.. 
f 
I 
t 
I 
' 
-
8 
curriculum. He stated that: "Geometry is not only deductivity" (p. 402). 
) He suggested that . s?me students · will n~ver build deductive systems, but 
they must still. learn mathematics. He maintdt!ed that some are-"pushed tO a 
I 
higher . level in the learning process .too ea;.~y. and aided by algor! thms ( p. 
416). c 
Hoffer (1981) suggested that geometry includes more than proof. ' He 
. 
identified fivl skills· in . geometry :- vis~l, ~erbal, dra~ling, logical, 
aru:i .. applied. • F!Jrth~r, he maintained that informal activities and 
investigations in each of· these skill areas would be beneficial before 
writing out a proof. 
.. 
He suggested that formal · proof be postponed until the 
students are~ prepared to work with a deductive system. 
~ 
• • • by beginning formal proof~ too early in a geometry 
course, we may not account· for those students who have 
not yet reached a sufficiently 'high level of mental 
development ·to enable them to· function .adequately · at the 
formal level. (Hoffer, 1981, p. 14) 
' .. ~ 
In September 198~ ·the Department . of Education, Division of 
·lns,truction (Curriculum), appointed · a Junior High Mathematics Currieulum 
. . 
Committee. One . of· the : terms of reference is to develop a teaching guide 
for junior high school mathematics. How much geqmetry sho\,lld be included 
~t each grade level? What teaching ap_proac~e\ should 
level? 
// 
The authorization. of · textbooks is also of 
cance. The ·most appropriate teltt materials should 
leooetrie ~oncepts and principles. The -Pomeuy co 
~exts should md:tch the •. student' a 
authorized for grade nine students include 
II 
used at each grade . 
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In SWIIIDBry, the junior high mathematics is being revised and 
".( ' ' - . 
restructured to consist of grades· seven to nine, . a new junior high 
\mathematics curriculum gu~de, i~ing developed and new textbooks wii'l be \ . . ' ,_ / . 
authorized for Septemb~r 1984-• ...._~~ce, the tjor significance of ,this study 
is using •the results in C.urricu}.um . development at the . juni_or hig!t s_chool 
. _ .. }. 
ievel. 
. • <... 
IV. ·THE EXPERIMENTAL SETTING ·• Iii' 
• 
The following is an overview of the experimental design. A more 
/ .. 
de~ail~d account is reported in Chapter Ill. 
The population from wh~~h the · .~.ample was drawn · consisted of all 
grade nine students in NewfoundlaruJ and Labrador. Twenty schools were. 
randomlY. selected· giving a sample of 1004 s.tudents. However, there were 46 
.students repeat;J.ng grade nine who were eli~nated from the sample. Also, 
there were 29 students who studied mathematics in . grade eight using · an 
I . 
alternate_ textbook. Consequently, onl~ 929 stu~ente were suitable for data 
analysis. 
The students were administered a modified . version of 
Geometry ·Test in September 1983 · (Appendix B). . The test 
. ' 
the van Hiel\ { 
contained 20 \ 1\ 
• The it;ms "' ~(.-mul tiple,-choice i teme based o·n wri tinge of · the. van Hieles. 
· · . required difterent levels of .mental developaent in geometry: Recognition, 
Analysis, Ordering, and Deduction. 
Data were collected w1 th respect to the students' status at the 
time of testing. They were aslted to indicate their grade last year, the 
• 
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textbook useJ ':'to study geometry in grade eight, and their placement in 
-~
These d4ta are summadzed ifi tables in grade nine mathemafics courses • 
. 
·Chapter IV. 
V. OUTLINE OF ·REPORT 
A 1 review ot' related ~~searc~ · is p~esentecl' in chapter II. In 
.. 
. .Chapter III, the design of the study, the instrumentation, t _esting 
.. 
procedures," and methods used to analyze the data ·are discussed. The· 
r~sults of the data analyses. interpretations and conclu~i~ns are contained . 
in Chapter IV. In the final chapter, a 'ummary'of the study~ a discussion 
of ·the results and im.plicationl', and suggestions for further _research are 
- ~-
provided. .. 
· . . 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
This chapter contains a review of related literature on the van 
Hiele theory of mental development i~ geomet~Y· A short hist9rical 
overview ·of th!__ theory . is presented. The , theory and its · pr~perties are 
descri15ed in detail. A sUllllllhry' of thre~ _major. · research projects in the 
United States on the t~eory __ .is presented. Finally, . implications of the 
" 
theory are discussed. 
"':-- -
'• . -· ... . 
, 
· I. HISTORICAL ·ovE.RVIEW OF. THE VAN. HIELE THEORY 
.. 
The van Hiele theory was developed ~n the late 1950's , by two high 
. ~ 
school teachers, Dina van Hiele-Geldof ~nd\ he~- husba~d Pierre Marie van 
. H!ele in the Netherlands. P. van Hiele (19~) · fo_rmt:i1.ated. t:h~_ 1 scheJDe and 
psychological principles, while D. van Hiele-Geldof (1957) focused on the 
I 
didactics experiments to raise a student's thought level. (Hoffer, 1982, 
P• 4) 
Freudenthal_ (1973) described ·the theory in some detail, especially 
the work of D. van Hiele-Geldof. Hence, it was brought to the attention of 
mathematics educators in Wee tern Europ~. However, the . the.ory received 
11tt1e ·. attention in North America, , .. in particular the United States, until 
. / 
the mid-1~70'•· ·Wirszup (1974) formally introduced the van Hiele theory to I . . .· 
Ame rican tudiences. He described breakthroughs in the teaching of geometry 
\ 
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12 
in Russia and the van Hiele theory. Hoffer (1982) maintained that it ' was 
.. 
Wirszup' s presenta.tion ·that attracted the attention of hnerican educators 
.1 . ' 
to the van Hieles! ~- 11). TherefO<re, the theory luis ·been the focus 
.. I ,' 
of research in. ~eometrl•during the last decade ln . the.United States. 
I . 
II. OV~RVIEW,OF THE VAN HIEl ·THEtli.Y 
The van Hiele tl]eory deals wit~ cognitit d~velOpment in geometry. 
' . I 
The theory pro~ides a rationale for describing why ·many students have 
difficulty with geometry, as well as ide:t~,fying · ·some · solutions in 
relationship to curriculum development and classroom instruction. Both 
Usipkin (1982) and Hoffer (1982) identified · three main components of the 
. ., . 
van Hlele model. The components consist of (i) existence of levels; (H) 
, propertie~ of the levels; and, (iii) phases of learning. I 
Existence of Levels 
. \ 
The van • Hieles identified five levels of mental development in 
-~ 
geometry. Wirszup, (1976) aave a detailed descrip~ion of the levels which 
were used in the Russian research. 
~;:>' 
' Also, he · pointed out the variou". 
descriptions of behaviour g!'ven ·by Freudenthal (1973), as well as .the 
• 
descr.iptions given by P. M. van"uiele. in 1959.; 
levels after visiting with P. M. van Hiele in Usiskin 
(1982), Geddes ( 1982), and Burger (1982) . gave descriptions\ of these 
. . 
behaviours. A number of source documents of the van Hieles' ~itings were 
examined to find quotes that described _ behaviours of students at a given 
., 
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level. Geddes ( 1982) referred to them as "descriptors of van Hiele levels" 
J ' . (pp. J-10). Burger _ ( 1982-) identified certain reasoning phenomena which he 
referred to as "level indicators" (pp. 23-2_5). Wirszup ( 1976) described 
the levels in detai.l, while Hoffer ( 1981) gave the description~ names for 
. 
each of the levels. 
; 
. 
Level I:' Recognition (Hoffer, 1981, p. 13) 
'_)\ .. 
• 
· This ·initial level is · characterized by the perception of 
geometric figures in their totality as entities. Figures 
are judged according ·to their appearance. The pupils do 
iiot see the parts of the figure, nor- do they perceive the 
relationships among components of the figure and among thEh. 
figures themselves. They cannot even compare· figuhs with · 
common 'properties with one ano_~heJ:.___, -The chil.~ren who 
retsson at this level distinguish figures by their shape as 
a whole.· They recognize, for example, a 10ec tangle, a 
square, and other . figur.ea. They conceive of • the 
rectangle, however, as completely different from the 
square. When a six-year-old is ' shown what a rhombus, a 
rectangle, a sqtial'e, and a parallelogram ·. are, he is 
capable of reproducing_ these figures without error ~a · 
"geoboard of Gatt~gno", even. in difficul.t arrangements. 
The child can memorize the names ·of these figures 
relatively quickly, recognizing th~ figures by their 
shapes alone, 'but he does not recbgnize the square as a 
rhombus, or rhe rhombus as a parallelogram. To him, these 
fig\!ores are still completely distinct. (W.irszup, 1976, p. 
77) 
Level II: Analysis (Hoffer, 1981 1 P• 14) 
.. 
I 
The pupil who has ·reached the second l.evel begins to 
discern the components· of the figures; he al.so establishes 
relationships among these components ancl relationships 
·between individual figures. At. this, level, · he is 
therefore able to make an analysis of the figures. 
pd-~ceived • • This takes place in the process :(and 'with the . 
he .P) of ,observation!!, measurements, drawings, and - ~del-
ma ing. The properties of the figures are established 
I r 
. ' 
\ 
~---.-·-·-~ 
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' 
experimentally; they are des_cribed, but not yet formally 
defined. These properties which the pupil has established 
serve t;ts a means of recognizing figures. At this stage, 
th~ figutes' act as the bearers. of t:.heir properties, and 
the student reeognizes the ·figures by their properties. 
~hat a.J!gure ;f.s ~~ectangle means that it has fouz.: right · 
angles, that tbP.';~:f:,agonals are equal, _.. and! that the 
opposite sides ar.~~~l. However, these ·properties a~e 
still not connec~d---"-' 'with one another, For · ~ple, 
the pupil notices that; in both~ the . rectangle &l\{ the 
parallelogram o~ general type the opposite sides are equal 
to one another, but he .does not yet cooclucle ·t,hat a 
rectangle is a parallel~gram. (Wirszup, 1976, . PP• 77-78) 
Level III: · Ordering_ (Hoffer, 1981, p •. 14) 
Students· who ha"1l! reached this level of geometric 
developQlent establish relations among the properties of a 
figure and amo_ng the figures themselves. At this levb. 
'!!here occurs a logical ordering of the properties of a 
figure and of classes of figures. The pupi.l ts now able 
to discern the J>ossibil'Hy of one property following frpm 
another, and. the 'role of definition is clarified. The 
logical connec tiona aufong figures and properties of 
figures are established by definitions. However, at this 
level the student still does not grasp the meaning of 
deduction as a whole. The order of logical conclusion is 
established w1 th the help of the textbook or the teacher. 
The child himself does not yet understand ·how it could be 
possible to D;IOdify this order,' nor does he see the 
possibility of constructing the theory proceeding from 
-different premises. Be does not Yet! under a tand the role 
of sxioms, _and cannot yet see the logical connection of 
statements. · At this level deductive methods appear in 
conjunction with experimp11tation, thus permitting other 
proper:tiea to be obtained by reasoning frdm some 
experimentally obtained properUes. At the ' third level, 
a square 18 already viewed as a. rectangle and a's a 
parallelogram. (Wirzsup, 1976, p. 7'8) 
• .........,.---
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LEVEL IV: ,Deduction (Hoffer, 1981, ·p ... 14) 
f .. , . • • 
.At the fourth level, the s'tudents ·.grasp tb~ signif.icance 
of deduction .. as a means of ~onstruc,ting and developing all 
geometric i:heoq. . The transit·lon· ~o. thi.s level is 
assisted by the pupils" under'!tanding · of t~e role and the 
e·ssence · Qf ' axioms, definitions, and theoJ:ems;' of · the 
logical structure of' ·a proof; . and, o£', . the analysis of . the . 
·logicai relationships between· contepts and statem~nts. 
The students . can now see ·the . · v~'i'io'us possi bi1ft!es for 
develpping. ,a · the_ory · proceedin_s· . fro~ . various pr~mises •. For 
example·, the pupil ~n now ex~iae the ~o'le system qf 
properti~s . and features of the' o{ : the . ·p&~alleicigr.am .l)y 
using ' the · text 'book def!n.ition . of · a ·.. parailelogram: A 
· pa.rall9logram is a . quadrilateral in wh~~b the opposite 
si.des are parallel. But he can a;tso construct another 
system· based, s'tJy, o~ t}\e ·'follp;wi.rig 'def:lnitiQn: A 
· parallelogram· 'is a . quadr11ateralc. -:two opp~e.i te .sides of 
which are equal and parallel. (Witszup, 1976, . p. 78) 
. ' 
Level . V : Rigor (Hof fef, ,1981, ·P • . 14) 
. . . 
(" 
This level of. intellectual develop~nt -~n geome.try 
'co-rrespon.cls to the
1 
modern (Hil~ert-ian) st~~dard of rigor. 
At this level" - 9ne attaiJ!s . . . an · abstraction · from the 
1t concr~te. nature . of. objects ,and ·from · the concret'e ·meaning 
of the x:~latio~. connectin~ · tbelte obje.cts. . A person · at 
this 1E!'!Iel develops a ·theory ~thoutr making any ':concrete 
interpretati~n·. • Her~ · geometry acquires . · !i ' general. 
charac·ter and broader appl·icatJ.ons. Fbr example, several 
objects, phenomena or · conditions ser:ve is "point~·~ and . 
an;f set of "poi:nta" serves· as a ... figur.e", an'4 so ·on. 
(Wirszup, 1976, p. 79) · 
. Prope~tr:C' of ·the Levela . 
.... 
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The van Hielea identified propert_ies 'of :the l~yels, Uaiskin (1982) 
and Hoffer (1982) described these ·properti~s arid assigned names." 
. ' . ·. , 
.\ 
Prpperty 1: (Fixed' Sequence) A person cannot be at yan Hiel,e level · 
"\ . n w1. thout hav~ng gone through' leve.l · n-1. 
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Prol?erty 2: 
Property 4: 
'Property. 5: 
<>, 
Phases of Lefl!ning 
< 
I. 
(Adjacen~y) At.eacli level of thought what was 
iGtrinsi~ in the · preceding levL'Jl · becomes 
extrinsic in the cul;'rent level. 
. , .- . 
(Distinction) Each level has ·its · &in 
· ~~$uistic symbols and its own, netwo~k of 
:relationships conn~cting those sympol:s •. , 
(S~paration) :TWo 
different levels 
ot~e~ • 
t 
persons 
cannot 
who • reason at 
understand· each 
(Attainment) The learnfrig. proc6s ·whi~h leads 
to complete '· understanding at the next higher 
level has five. ph'ases, · ..approximately ·but not· 
str~ctly · sequential, entitled: · inq~ry, .. 
directed orientation, , explanation; ·free· 
orientation, integration. (Usiskin, 1982, 
J)P• 4 - 6) ' 
·. . . 
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Thisc. -aspect of the theory IS cons~dered by the van · Hieles t;o be of 
' - r . i , ~ , • I . 
special significance. They beli~-ved . that cog!Jitive development in geomet~f . 
• . ' c. ..... . . 
is d~ectlY re:ate~ to quality and q'uantity of instructiob.. Uai8Un (1982~ 
. . 
stated: · !"Van H~ 1~ (1959) if. more op;t:im{stic ~than Piaget, believing that 
cogn:f.tive ·. d~'Vel ent in g:ometry can· ·~ ~c;~eierated . . by instruction • .,. 
. \ . 
(p. 5) Also, (1982) observed: · '"Ptogress from one level to the· 
~. • • ... • • • • .... ' • • 9' ' • 
· next, asse_:t;'_~_ the. van Rieles, ~sf more depende:t upon instruction than on age : 
or biologica.l iilaturation, and eypes of :Cnst~cdonal exR,erienees can affect 
' . ' 
·progress (or lack ·of it)." (p. 6) 
.. . 
I T~e ~van Hiele model 'iS" 
' • ol' c • 0 biolog~cal growtli of the child: 
based . on instrbctiot!al time rather ,:..than ~ 
' . l:~ 
The wri,.tings of the van Hieies .indicate a 
• • I · ~ ... 
·consi-derable · anioun1: of instr~ctional tu;e is necessary to move from on6 
r"" • 
level to the n~t. tfsiskin.. (.1982) report~\ _the resu1f's of Dina van 
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Hiele-Geldof's didactics· experiments. He stated: 
D:i:na van Hiele (1957) reports having been able to lead 
students from level ·i (Recognition) to 3 (Ordering) in JO 
lessons, 20 lessons to go from level l (Recognition) to 
·level 2·, (Analysis) and ·50 more le~ons to go from lav'el 2 
(Ana~ysis) to lev~l 3, (0rdering) • . (Usiskin, 1982, p. 39) 
•. 
·. 
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,, 
Hoffer ( 1982) . bbserved· that the van Hielea pr.o,poaed "a predr;f.pt:ion 
. . 
for org~J,nizing in~truction· · (p~ 2). 
.. . . ' ,. 
He desaribed· in some detail the 
( 
J. I ' pr~ce~s of. mo~elllept from one level.j.. to the riext ( pp. 5-6)~ ( •, ":\ '· 
I' 
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t; . ; I ,' 
· 1''\ph~se 1: · Inqui.ry~ Th~ · ~eache't engages the student~ in 
· . conversations about : the objects · of 'the ·.study to be 1 • 
' pursue4-'o . nie . teacher learnit ,how the student~. interpret 
' ·•. the ., words · and .gives the students som~ u'nderstanding of 
"'. what "top.ic is. t(! be. studi~estion~·. ar:e raiseq. and ' 
. . observAtions made that us;, the· vocabulary ,and objects . of · 
'.:' ·. the . topic and set :the s.taje for further study • . 
' ,\ . 
Phase ·' 2: . Directed . orientation. ~e . teacher care-fully 
sequences ·activitiev for 'student expl~ration by which 
s t!ldents begin· to reaiU:e wna·t t\itection the · study ·.is 
taking, _and they · become -:fami~r With the char~ter:f.stic· 
atx:u~tures. · Many' of the activ:tties· i~qhis pnase are 
one-step t~~ks wb.;i.c_h elicit s))8.~.H!c · respohs~s. . , . 
· • .-"·1·:·C: 
Ph~se · ~. Expliciting • . Tiie · · ~tudents with' miniul prompting 
.by the teacher and building -on previous experj,ences · refine 
their use . of the. vocabulary !aDd exprns their .opinions 
apout the. fnl,lerept structures·.· of ·the study. Duri~g '.the 
·phase·, .. the 'atudetita begin to· fprm · the system of relations 
. ··of the study'. · .. · ·. · 
· l'hase 4. Free · o'rient~tion. :rite · studept·a · .~o' encounter 
.. )' 
multi-step tasks or different· ways • . ·They ·gain experience 
..,.n findfng. their ~ 'way_ or .:_ ~~so.lving . ~he,· tapks." By 
· ori~nting the11selvea,. .11any ~f · :the relatione between the· · 
objects .of .' t~e study . . become exp~~cl_t.· .. to . the studen~s., 
. ' 
. I • . ' ' ." ' ,;. . ~ . . 
Phase .5. Integration;:., ~-Th~ ·.students nov review _ t;~e methOds 
at their dispoial :.JlDd J~J;Da an ;overv_iev. l;he o~jecu and 
relation" are· unified ·· .el]d·: internalized .' into a ' ntJI dOJII8in 
·of th6ugh t • · The . teacher . aids tJ;lie · pt~cesi i"by :-pro'vidioK 
. global surveys .of· .What · ~he students ·8lready know . being 
careful not to present · new or 'd~'sc()rdant ideas·. · · · · 
·' : • • I • 
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' I 
•' ,. 
The \ran llieles ·maintained that the student m.u~Jt · g~ ~hrough these 
phases ~f le.arnilig befor~ . at~ai~ing th~ next level of ' thQught. Hoffer 
(.198~) s.tated:}. "At tb'e•close qf the fifth . phase the ~ew l~vel of thought 
·- . 
is attained~~.~)· 
, . .,, 
" . 
: ?. .. , 
Other Asp~cts &>f' the. y.an Hiei'& ·ModE!! . ' 
•,. '. 
-~ t . 
. ' . 
• ' Us~~~~· (;~82: .&nd Ho.ffor .·(\~82>;:~d~P;ified other charact~ristii:s 
. , . . 
11 
• • of the van Hiele ·.theori·· Us !akin (1.982) "referred · to' ei·egante, ~ompre.hen..J. 
• ., • • • • • . ., • • • • 1 
.: siyen~u; - ~nd·~'-wid.~ ·-~P~iicab.ility · ('·p-~- ;6). ~ Hoffer (1982) . proposed . that the ' 
'"· •• , • • - r .... ,... . . . ' .,~ , 
t • ' 
· van Hiel,e. -~heoty could ~ ~plie~ t:o toptcs ot~er · th~ll. geomet;ry. For 
.. .. • t 
tr~nsformat10nf, 4Dd~ re~i ~b~rfJ 
"· " ' ' 
I • (' I 
. ' · - ' e~ample, he , orgalliz~d logic, g~ometric 
. I . . - . •· 
II ' ' 4 .. .. I f ' 
into levels · of tho_ug't!t (pp. -~Q-32). He .al,so ·stated: "In the.. Netherlati~s ' 
the levels l}avh be~n. use~ to: struct(l'r~ courses -ln chemistry·· and economics"-. 
.. ' 
' .. 
Further, 
. . . . 
he · ioaint!lined , :that . the 11\odel· provides ·. us ._with. a 
'. ' t 1 . • . . • .... 
"blueprint" to interpt'et,eaoh 'topf:-c that·~ ~nJ: stud~nts fo .. lear.n (p: 36). 
' ·' . . . ; :. . ' ~ .. . . 
. 
~nd discrete ~berry (1983) s~ggest~4 that the. le~~ls 'were ·hi~r~rchical 
/ • t • , • • • • ." ••• ' J 0 • • 
·' with .respect to·."-~fferen't ,\oplf:1~. (_P• 6'8)·~ ·• \ 
' ' · / ~ ~ 
:.-' " . ,. 
•' 
"Ill~ " RES£ARCH 'ON ~ THE VAN HtELE THEORY 
, ..... ·. . . . :-
' . 
·, · 
~ I ~ 
. Coxfor_d (1,978) . ptov'idea dir~ction for ·. thre~ 1 res'earch pa:;ojects _to · 
\ . ·, . ' ' ~ ~ . . " \ ' 
bet'ter understa.'nd the va\l Hi~le model in geometry and cognitive structures ~ 
• • •\ • • ' ., • ~ • t : • • > ', ·, • . '. ,• • I . . 
Since .1979, tl\ere have bee,n :thr_ee_ major · studi'ea conduct~d in the 'Qnited 
' . , , ,, .. . . . . . . " . ' ; 
' F' . ' ' ~ •• • f f " , . .. • 
· Hoffer . . (\1982) · ~iiltained . that _all thr~e . reaear~h projects States'. 
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contributed to. the nee4s identified by Coxford. · Also, he identified each 
study as they relate to Coxford's suggestions. (pp. 18-19) · 
- . 
. (i) ' The ga thet;ihg of data to compare cognitive structures '"and 
developmental stages - The'·Chicago Project 
I 
~ 
<U) An analysis : 'o~ the · effec~s 'of instruction on cognitive 
structures·:.- The BrQokl~ tr'o.J~ct . , 
! ' •• • .. 
' • 0 " (ii,i)" Longitudinal' , case studies - The Oregon l'roject 
' ' 
... 
' . . . 
The .th.icago Project·:!· cosriitiv'e· Development ' and 
. ' '.• 
': ~ . . 
A~hievement in Se~bndary School GeometrY 
c ' ' ' 
The Cognitive Dev~lopment a~d Ac~ievement ' in .Secondary School 
Geoou!~ry (CDASS,G) proj~ct ~s the most comprehepsive ~of . the three projects. 
. ' 
' I , 
It ~gan , in 1979 as , a three-year stl,ldy conducted by Usiskin and . funded · by 
, :the ~~tional Institute of Educ~tio~· (NIE).:"': ft .· was completed in June 1~82 
. " 
at th~ . University of Chicago. • 
The fundament,al purpos~ ' of this pro~ect is to test the 
· .abili t'y of the van -. Hiele theory . to defJ-cribe and predict 
· the perforillance of 'students in '. secondary school geometry. 
(Usiskin, 1982; ~· ~) · 
: . ~ 
' ·..tt The CDASSG pro~e'ct was a classica1 · ex.periment involving a sa~ple of 
• I 
' 
2 699 students in 9?' ' classes in 13 . schools ·in 5 states. . All of the 
I 
" 'students were ,nr~$d in a one-year geome~\'y course fn the tenth grs,de. ' 
c, ' .. " • ' '• ~ l . •,. ..J . .. 
The proje"ct us'ed .foux:. tests which were admini~tered !n Sep~ember 
1980 a~ May 1981. One test wh1i~h 1~ of special interest is the van Hiele 
·• 
.. ,. - ,· 
; . 
' ' . 
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- . 
Geometry. Test conptructed b)' the staff of the CDASSG project. This is a 
mul$iple-choice test dealing directly with the van Hiele levels. This test 
was designed from quotes of the van Hieles themselves regarding student 
0 --behaviours. . It was used to determine the student's van Hiele level at the· 
beginning . of geometry in the t~nth grade. The test was given to students 
f'-
. in the · fall and again in the spring in order to determine changes in van 
. ' 
Riel~ levels after a year•·s study of' ge~etry. 
Usiskin (1982), 1 the CDASSG project's principal investigator, 
arrived at .a number of important conclusions regarding th~ van H~ele theory 
,. 
and · ~eometry. The most significant ones are identified below~ 
The theory can be . used to classify students into van Hiele levels 
of men\al development in _geometry. Usiskin (1982) conclud~d: "Over 
two-thirds and perhaps as many as nine-tenths of students respond to test 
i temt:~ in ways which make ·it easy to assign them a van Hiele level.· 
The CDASSG project revealed a great variability in the amount of 
change . in van . Hiele 
. 1 -
levels. from fall to spring after eight months 
instruction in geometry. Usisk.in (1982) stated: About a third of the 
students stay at the same level or go down (I), ab~t a third go up one 
level, and about a third go up two or more levels". (p. 811. 
Us ~akin ( 19~2) found evidence to support the claim~ of Wirszup 
(1976) and Hoffer (1981). They claimed that the majority of · lligh . sc~ool 
Q 
studenu who have difflculty in high school geometry are at the fil'St level 
.• .. 
of development in geometry; They maintained that the course that the 
students were. studying demanded the fourth level of thought~ They further 
'· \ 
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stated that their prerequisite experiences in elementary and -junior high 
school may be insufficient background to enable ' them to write proofs • 
. , 
Usiskin (1982) stated: 
Taken together, Conclusions 7 and · 9 support .the claims of 
Izaak Wirszup and Alan Hoffer that many if not most 
students in the United States enter geometry at ~an Hiele 
levels that aJ;"e too low to insure success .and that the 
'I . • • 
geometry course, as presently taught, does not improve 
their understanding· (as measured by van Hiele level&) 
enough to get that success. ' (Usiskin, 1982, p. 84) 
' Usiskin (1982-) indicated that many students . are not le.arning even 
the simplest geometry not ions in junior high school. Some s tud'ents 
. - ' . 
entering the high school geometry course cou"l.d not identify simpl e figm:es 
such as t~iangles, sq'uares, recta~gles, and parallelograms. Furthermore, 
. , . ..... ~, . 
he concluded that many students leave high school with very 11 ttle 
knowledge of geometry. 
The CDASSG project provided guidance for future research. Usiskin 
(1982)' co·nfirmed tlTat the use of the van Hiele theory can explain why many 
' students have trouble learning and performing in the ·geometry classroom., 
Furthermore, he indicated that half of the students who enroll in deductive, 
geometry experienc~ very little or no success with proof. (p. 89) 
This- study confirms the need for systematic geometry 
instruction before high school if we desire greater 
geometry knowledge and proof-writing success -among ou'r 
students. (Usiskin, 1982, P• 89) 
I 
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The Brooklyn Project: Gebmetric Thinking Among 
Adolescents in Inner City Schools 
"' 
22 
.. 
This project began in November 1979 and was completed in January 
It · was conducted by G~ddes and spooaored hy · t he National Science 
Foundation (NSF). The main part of the study involved a ciinical invest!-
• 
gation on a one-to-one basis with 40 inner c~y 8dolescent_s for eight· 45-
' 
minute sessions. using four instructional modules developed on the van ~iele 
model. The modules were patterned after t;he experiments . !ll Dina van 
Hiele •s thesis. 
0 
The general purpose of this phase is to determine whether 
the van Hiele model provides a reasonable·'-structure for 
describing arid understanding geometry learning as it takes 
place in the context of formal schooling. (Geddes, 1982, 
P• 2) . ~ 
. 
The instructional modules wer-e intended to facilitate movement 
through the van Hiele levels. RoHer (1982) sta~ed: "The instructional 
modules that were developed by the Brooklyn project did contribute · t6 
student movement through the lower levels on certain topics~. (p. 26) 
I 
The Brooklyn pro1,ct ~aluated several school textbook series for 
• · their geometric content and th,eir relationship to · the 'van Hiele model. 
This evaluation provid~d· some insight into' the quality of geometry which 
students are learning in grades 1 to 8 . Geddes (1982) found some "gaps· . 
existed in van Hiele te~s. She found level one J recognition experiences 
_to be suffioient, but a lack of ~tensiv~ level two - analysis experiences. 
(p. 22) 
' I 
• 
There are also frequent' gaps in level in i ndividual text 
pages, w6ere the ex~osition is at a higher level than the 
exercises .required of the student. Testa are 'usually at 
the lowest level. (Gedde~·, 1982, P• 23) 
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The Oregon Project: Assessing Chi-ldren's Development in Geometry 
23 
.This project . began in September 1979 and conclu.ded in February 
1982. ' It was conducted by Burge-r and also sposnored by the National 
Science Foundation (NSF). The . study used clinical interviews involving 
' students in grades 1 to 12 in three states. ·The tasks and .scripts were 
administered to· over 70 students in two . 45-minbte sessions. 
4 
The .study described here .is an investigation of children's 
reasoning processe~ in geometry and 'of the usefulness of 
the· van Hiele levels in describing their reasoning. 
(Burger~ 1982, p. 1) 
/ . ' 
The project staff developed two sequences of tasks· and COJDMDion 
scripts. One set of tasks related to triangles and the other to quadri- .., 
laterals.. The . triangle activities were: drawing triangles, ident.ifying 
l 
and defining triangles, and sorting . triangles. The quadrilateral 
)
activities included: 
quadrilate~als, ~orting 
drawing quadrilaterals, id~ntifying and 
-<>' 
quadrilaterals, identification of a 
defining 
"mystery 
figure" from its properties ·(What '.s my 'shape?), ~nd establishing · the · 
logical equivalence of sever~ geometrical definitions. (Burger, 1982, 
P• 1 and Cl) 
Burger (i982) identified "level indicators" from th~ intervie) 
In other words, certain reasoning phenomena were observed that cou.ld be / 
interpreted as ind.icators of · a partic:ular. van Riele level of reasoniny 
(p. ·23) •. 
• Hoffer· ( l9S2) described tbe&egon project in some detail since he 
was a staff member. He stated: "The van H~ele_ model provides us with a 
peephole ·through which we ca~ use our matheiiUldcal eye to view children's 
J-' 
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interaction with mathematics· (p. 
( 
19~. As well, he made some observations 
relating to all three projects. He discussed the language used by the 
I 
students in geometry, in particular, the middle grades through junior high 
school. For example ; many students have diffi~ty identifying and naming 
tri~n~les. J:le examined the stu~ents' perceptions of geometric figures in 
• 
relation to orientation and textb~ok. position. '· It seems that the textbook 
position plays an important role on the students' p~rceptions _ of triangles 
and rectan~les. He observed the student~' .ability to reason in geometry. 
He stated: "S~u4ents are for tqe most part, unable to contrast definitions, 
.. 
pos tula tea , and theorems • (p. 24) . . !le concluded that there are many 
instances of disharmony in the teaching and learning of mathematics. There 
are levels of co11U1lunication that differ between children, teachers, and. 
textbooks. 
IV. IMPLICATIONS OF THE VAN HIELE ' THEORY 
The van Hiele ~del provides direction for curriculum development 
and classroom instruction in geometry at all grade levels from-Kindergarten 
' . 
to senior high school. It is a comprehensive theory which! can be applied ( .. -
to the whole of teaching and learning ?f geometry. 
t 
•; '1 
... _ .... 
Curriculum Development 
~. ' 
, 
The vall' Hiele levels provide a pla.? f~r orga1;1ization of geometric 
~ontent at the various grade levels. The fixed seq'uence property s_uggests 
' \ 
I -
.l 
i 
1 
1 
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that students must go through the sequence of levels in a specific way. 
Therefore, it appears necessary for student~ to recognize geometric 
,. 
figures; analy~ ~e properties of geometric figures; and, logically ~ 
-geome-tric figures and their relationships before beginning deductions. 
Consequently, activities which require th~ first thre~- levels should be 
included ·in the mathematics curriculum before senior high -school. For 
example, primarr. mathematics might contain recognition ac~ivities . using 
concrete materials; elementary mathematics might contain informal geometric 
activities which require analysis of figures; and, ordering activities 
might be the main focus. of junior high. school geometry. As a result, 
students might be better prepared for proof-writing or deductive reasoning 
in senior high school mathematics. 
' 
It seems that each topi~ must be examined separately ;Ln relation to 
the van Hiele levels. A student may be at one level -in studying triangles 
and a d;tfferent level for quadrilaterals. Therefore, it· is essential to 
examine each topic in geometry when planning the curriculum. 
The adjacency and distinction proferties provide some criteria for 
textbook selection for different grade levels. The adjacency property 
indicates the activities should be organfzed in a contiguous manner.-
. -
Activities Which are implicit at one level become explicit at the next 
level. The dl$tinction property provides an indication of the . level rt 
' •difficulty of the material in relationship to van Hiele levels. This type 
~ of . activity would imply that the individual should be familiar with the van 
~ 
Hiele theory in order to select appropriate geometric materials. 
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Classroom Instruction 
The separation property of the van Hiele theory has implications 
for classroom instruction in geometry. Levels of communication in the 
- \ geometry classroom are an important consideration. If the student is 
operating at one level and the t ,eacher at a higher level, there will be a· 
lack of understanding. The student cannot understand the language of the ' 
teacher. 
The attat-nment property provides the teach~r with an approach to 
• 
' instruction in geometry. The phases of learning indicate how the teacher §; 
-should operate to lead students fro111 one level to the next. These phases 
have implications for instructional time in geometry at all grade levels. 
SUMMARY 
The van Hiele theory wps developed in ~he late 1950 1 & by two high 
school teachers in the Netherlands. The theory was applied to curriculum 
changes in geoaetry in both the Netherlands and the Soviet Union. 
I ' 
/ The theory relates cognHive· development and thinking in geometry. 
There are three· uin c0111ponents of the theory: Existence of levels-, 
pr.e rt ies of the levels, and .Phases of learning. The theory is based on 
the quality and quantity of instruction in geo111etry. 
The theory. has the · poten~ial to explain why many students have 
..... 
trouble with geometry and, in particular, deductive reasoning. Student11 
111ust receive instruction in three prior levels of thinking before deduction 
~ 
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is understood. A considerable amount of instructional time is required to 
move from one level to the next level in the sequence. 
'The van Hiele theory has received considerable attention in the 
United States since Izaak . Wirszup introiiuced the theory to mathematics 
educators in 1974. Burger • (1982), Geddes (1982), Hoffer (1982), .and 
Usiskin (1982) :, have conducted extensive research in the United States on 
' \ ... 
this .the,«?t~~ , lin 1'979, after visiting P. M. van Hiele., Hoffer wrot'e a 
~- r 
secondary school geometry text, Geometry, A Model of the Universe, which 
.. 
incorporated the van Hiele theory. 
I 
The van Hiele ~del can be used to .examine cognitive develqpment in 
. ' . 
geometry of students in Newfoundland and Labrador. ~o date, research on 
.. 
the theorY. in North America has been limited to the United States wi.th the 
exception of a study ' by Taaffe (1983) in this province. , The th.,ory ·has 
wide applicability 'and can be _used to e~amine levels of thinking in 
~ , 
geometry of ninth grade students. The resul.ts of the study. can be used to 
·~ determine appropriate geometric experiences for· students at this grade 
level • 
• 
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CHAPTER III 
THE EXPERTIMENTAL DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
I 
I 
The mdn p\lrposes of this study were to investig!lt!'! ttie level of 
' . ~ 
thinking in · $eome'try of stud~nts at .the beginning of g~adJ nine, to 
determine if the student's level o·f mental dev~lopment in geometry is . ~ 
infl.uenced by the geometry content taught 'in previods years., ·. spe'~ifically 
grade ei~ht, ·and ~o compare the levels of mental development ~f ·ar.ade nine 
students in Newfoundland and Labrador with those o·f· students in the ·united 
.· 
....... . 
States. In this chapter, the experimental design of the study, a 
. . 
description of the population and sampling procedures, instrumentation and 
·--
procedures, and the purpose of the pilot study are outlined. ~e ques.tions 
. ~ . 
which the study attempted to answer' and the methods. used to analyze the 
data are also stated. 
I. DESIGN OF THE STUDY ] . 
POPULATION 
The population for this studf consisted of approximately · 12 000 
students in Newfoundland and Labrador enrolled in grade nine in the 1983-84 
school year. 'llley were enrolled in three different mathematics cpurses: 
' Advapced, Acade~ic, and Practical. In arade eight, these students· studied 
ma~hema~ics using the authorized texts: Math ls/2 (Ebos et al, 1975) or 
I 
' 
' ' . ' I 
I 
l. 
' 
' 
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School Mathematics 2 (Fleenor et al, 1974). There are two core units 
0
6£ 
informal geometry prescribed. There is also a geometry st~and from 
. . -.\ 
Kindergarten to grade eight • 
. .. 
·. SAMPLING ·paoCEDORES 
"!' A. sample o_f · I 004 student-\ ws randO'mly sel"ected from 20 schools :i.n 
·. 
, 20 school district-s. · However., o'nl"y st~denfs who studied ~ade · dght the 
0 • o o •• I • o ' \ a I ' 
previous_ year aoo· stud~ed geometr1 frolll Hath· 1s/2 or School Ha.thematics 2 
. ' ... 
vere used for · data analysiS. ' Cortl!!~quently,. th~re :we,re . 4() students 
repeating 
.._ . . . . . / 
grade nfne which ·~re ._elll!linated fro~'the .·s~mpie. · There were 2.9 
students who ~tudied mathematics 
.. . 
~n -gl,'ade_ eight, using .. an . alternate 
. . ' . . ~ . 
I Jo , • t ' 
textbook.- and these ~tu,dents wer( also .eliminated. fro~ ~he· data ,analysis •. 
.  
. . . 
The sample containe'd students from both ··tu.r~l and urban communities 
' 
in Newfoundland and Labr~dor.· As · wel~i; · it contdne_d . s~ud\ta fro111 
different administrative organiza tiona: 10 ~entra1 high schools"'f'\12) ;' ~ 
• • • junior high - ~~~boola (.7-:-9); and 7 all-grade sch~ols (K7ll). 
The sample "'as stratift'ed into two categori·~s,. t~xt : ·~sed in grade ..,... __ 
eight 'fo·r· geometry and placement. in ·grade nine mathemadca.. The students 
were required to check three ques ti~ns ·at tlie top of the a~U~wer sheet. 
They .are as follows: 
1. Wh~ch grade did you study l~st year? 
(a) G.tade 8 
(b) -Grade 9 
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2. l.wbich text did you have f{)r geometry last year? 
(a) &th · Is/'J.. •'" 
.. 
(b) S~hool Mathematics 2 
-
' (c) Math. Is/Geometrl1 Book 1 
~ 
(d) Geometry - Moise and Downs 
.....:__ (~) Mathematics fo~ Dail Use . 
(f) Other texts 
' ' 
. 
.. 
._ • . Q ~ I ,.~ 
3. 'Which .mathematics class are you, enrolled 'this. year in ·ara,de ' 9? 
(a) Advanced 
r 
. ) (~) Ac~1, ., (c) ' ft:,~ctical . · 
It. INSTRUMENTATION...,, 
' . .. 
. 
·- . In this section the Jlllljor instrument· used to answer the questions 
stated in. Chapter I is described. ~ 
> 
. 4 
THE VAN HIELE GEOMETRY TEST 
The original~ van Hie}.e G~~metry Test devel6ped ~ CDASSG staff 
co'nsisted of 25 multiple-cho~ce' items with 5 items at each l~iel'- Recog-
. . . " . 
nition,. Analysis, Ordering, . Deduction, and ; Rigor. 
. - ' ' . 
The quea tions.f' for each 
·le'vel wera bas·ep on quotes of · the ~n Hi~'les themsel~s regarding student 
.behaviou·r& to· be : expecteJi ·at each level. A total of nine works were 
,• 
examined bY ·the CDASSG staff. A list of the behavi~urs indicative of each 
-----=;. . 
~an Hieie level_ .a'! id.entified :l.~ t~e CDASSG project are 1pr~iented· in 
., 
Append.ix A. .(Ueiskin, 19"82, ·pp. , ... 12) · 
.. 
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The vall' Hteie Ge6metry Test was designed to . be administered · in 
35-min'ute t'ime limit. It was piloted and nsed extensively ·in the CDASSG 
project .< 1989-:82). It :as construc,ted for use· with seventh to twelfth 
. . 
grade students,. ~ut 56 percent of the sample ·in,.the CDASSG project was in 
X , 
the ten.th ,grade. Ages· of the students ranged fro~ 11 tp ..20 with 96' perc~nt 
• <..o. • ' • · , ' '"' . • • • • .. -u.-. • -
of the students~· between·' ~he age's .. of ~4 .and 1r.- (Usls'Un,. 1982, .P• 16) 
, ' • ' • ' I 
' '' 
The _major> instrum\nt use·d in· the.·. ·cprrent study was a modified 
• • : ' 0 • # 
version of the 'vlin Hieie: G,eometty ' Test developed'. by the CDASSG project . in 
'• ' , I • ' 
·, -~' 
' ' ' ' ,· . ' . · . ' . . . . 
The mod·ified v~~ Hiele Geo~~'try · ~est : cons.~s ted of. te. ~rs t . 20 items 
on the original test;~· that is, ·the items . dealing wit ,the· first fou'r. 
' : 1 . 
l ' ' •• 
·lev.els: Recognition_, Analysis, Ordering,. ~and .Deduction •. :·. The laat ·five 
1980. 
items on the original · test 'Wre excluded since the .: ~xistence ·and/or 
v • ' ., . ' 
testability of l~ve~ 5 (Rigor)' .ha~ been qu,estio~ed.. (.Usiskin, 1982, p. "79) 
A copy of th~ mod.ified . van Hiele Geomet~y Test is contained i 'n App_endix .B • 
with appropriate ·instructions ' and answer sheet. 
( ' . ... . 
. ' 
; 
I . II. PILOT STUD] 
' ' 
. . 
. ·' 
A pilot study of the first 2~ itemS o~ th~ van Hiele~eomet~y Test, 
.. .. . ' •· ·. . .. -' ' . 
involving. 40 students \in grad~ eight, was eonduc:ted·' in March 1983.. The 
purposes of this, pilot study were to examine the foli~~i~a: . 
1. 
·• 
the necessity Qf including $tems 16-20 on Deduction. · · 
. 'I ' 
' ' 
.. 
.2. the length of 'th~ test. . It was. important for adminiBtratio!l of 
the test to deterdne if 30 minutes was ·a suita~le time . pe-riod for 
. > . 
cOIIIpletion of the teat. 
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. ·' 
On the ~sis of' this P.i~ot studyi it wa'l dec;Lded tl)at t~e items at 
the deduct;iol'l ievel would be included and the time limit for the test would ' 
. ' ' . : \ b.e 30 ·minutes .• 
,. 
.. 
rv .• · tEsT ADMI~~ST.RATION · · 
~ 
,. 
' .. 
. 
., .. 
.. 
.. ( 
. . _,· : . ~e·. ·~a~· lu.e~e Ge~try · ~te-~t . . ~~-. ~?sw~~ . dpee·t~ _were -~e~t/lo . 
__ .-r • . • .. . .l•. • ' ' ' 
·. Ma thema ~icsiSciEmc;e Co.:.ordi"hators.-~and. AssiBtant Superintendents teapons:l.,le 
·for Ma:t~~~tica: · ~il ·~u~j_s~ ~1, · ~9~83. ;e .fo~l.~wln~· i~tructions . wer~ 81~ 
\ .. • ·, - : • . .. : • l . t' 
;to_the school dist;ri~t~ pe~~C?-n~e~:. . '• 
I 
1. 
s.etitember1 
. . 2 • 
... .. 
; Th~y· w~~e: ·(laked 
1983. 
.. 
'f.'he te~.t /~iss· .. to 
' 
., 
., 
-to admin'ister the test before the end of 
' p ' 
'• .. 
.. 
~ admi?istered ·t 'Q all grade 9 students 
• , · :. A 
(Adv~nced· , Academic_, arl~ ~ra'ctical) in t.h!! schools ).~ent1fie4 in the r4lndom 
sample. 
. ; .. · 
3. The students 'were given' .~ school .DWD,ber to place at the top of 
the answer 'shee~. · 
.. /· , . 4-~;The · student~· ·were . to check thre~\ ques'uons ,at the top of the 
. .. . .. . . . . 
··~·~ewer. sheet regard~tlg .. their grade. level last year, . textbook used for: 
" .· . • . t • ' 
g~b~try \ laet year~ ~~~placement in mathematics this year before beginning 
th~ ~~t. ' ' -
' . .. 
,. 
The. ti.J!l~ . . ~/{jwe~ for the te's t was "to be exactlY, 30 minutes • 
The ·anaver(sheets~. were to be returned immediately after testing 
\. 
.. • f • ' 
. . . was ~011ple ted • . _ ... 
' ·' 
7. · .·Th~ tests . c~ld be retained at the Dis.trict Office for future 
,.. '\' 
:·: use .in oth~X: ·achQol~·. · · 
· ··.' 
., 
. 
' . ,, 
~ . 
.. 
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V. ANALYSIS 
This study was' concerned with three questions with res~ect to 
' ' 
students' level of mental ·development in geometry at the beginning of the 
ninth grade. These questions • along with the corresponding statistical 
. analysis used to test the . hypotheses, or describe the data collected •· are 
• 
given below. 
I 
, Question 1 
·~ . 
Are students at the beginning of the ninth grade prepared for deductive 
reasoning? 
?'-
This que.stion was answered by administering a modified version of 
the van Riel~ Geometry Test- to 1 ' 004 grade nine students in early ':~' 
September. The students were· cla.ssified into a van Hiele level using two 
. ' 
criteria: 3 out of 5 (60%) items and 4 out of 5 {80%) items correct at 
~ 
I ea~h ol the l~vels. 
Usiskin _(1982) discussed the ;probability of Type I and Type II 
errors and the cho.tce of criterion. He maintained that the 4 of 5 
... 
criterion avoids about -5 percent of cases in which Type I error may be 
expect~'d to manifest .. itself. As well, ~e stated that the 3 of . 5 criterion ~ 
•\ . ' • I 
' ' I r • 
avoids about 7 perc~nt of cases in l!ittich Type II error may be expected to 
~ . 
appear (pp. 23-:24f. • 
Tables were constructed to show the nUIIlbers and percentages of 
students at various van Hie~e levels using ,each of the 3 out of 5 and 4 out ; 
\ 
of 5, criterion. 
• 
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Also, a crops tabulation matrix was constructed to 
; 
determine the number of students that met both criteria. 
Question 2 
Are there any differences between the van Hiele levels of mental develop~ 
- ~ .. 
ment in geometry of grade nine students who were taught using the text-
books: Math Ie/2 and School Hathe-tica .J.? 
·Null Hypothesis: The van Hiele levels of thinking in geometry of grade 
nine students and the text used ' foT geometry instruction 
in grade eight are independent. 
In order to~ answer the second question, the null hypothesis was 
.. ' ' tested· using the chi-sql,Ulre test of independence of van Hiele level and 
text used for geometry instruction in gr~4le eigh,t. Tables were constructed 
,.. both 3 out of 5 and 4 out of 5 criteri: and the 0.05 level of signJ$i-,. 
cance was applied. 
Question 3 
Are there any differences between the van Hiele levels of mental develop-
~ 
ment in geometry .of grade nine students in Newfoundland and 'Labraaor and 
those of students in the United States7 
Null Hypothesis: . There is no significant difference in .the van Hiele 
levels of mental development in se.oaetry of grade nine 
students in Newfoundland and Labrador and those of 
studentl in ·the United 'States • 
...___.._ --#> ···· 
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i 
To !lnswer th~ third question, .the mill hypothesis was tested using 
I 
the chi-square test for homogeneity of vl.n Hiele levels of students in 
Newfoundland and Labrador and students in the United States. The samples 
1 
were cons ide red separate and distinct and randomly selected from 
I 
homogeneous popula tiona. f 
.., , . ~ 
'Contingency tables were constructed for both 3 out of 5 and 4 out 
of 5 criteria using the· v•n Hiele levels of students in Newfoundland 'and 
Labrador and those ~ atuden'dUnited States. The fall results of 
the CDASSG project were used for the latte~up o~ students . The level 
of significance selected was 0.05 in both instances • 
.. 
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CHAPTER IV \• 
THE RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION 
In this chapter the results of the testing are presente(j. An 
analysis of the data is utilizea to answer the questions which provided the 
impetus for this study. The van Hiele .levels of students in geometry at 
the beginning of grade nine are examined. The effects of text materials 
used · for geometry instruction in grade eight is analyzed in relation to ~he 
students' van Hi-ele 'levels. Finally, the van Hiele levels of students in 
~ 
Newfoundland and Labrador are compared with those of students in the United 
States. 
. 
The populati~n in this study consisted of all grade nine students 
in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador for the school year, 19tJJ-84 ~ 
Data were collected relative to pl:acement of studen~s in grade nin? ~ and the 
textbook used for geometry instruct i on in grade eight. A breakdown of the 
sample with respect to textbook's us~d to study geometry in grade eight and 
placement in mathematics classes in . grade nine is 8iven in Table I. , 
The mathematics P:rogram in grade . nine is designed for distinct 
levels of difficulty: a~vanced, -academic, .and pr4ctical. The advanced . 
students consisted of 13.8 percent of the sample and studied . geometry using 
' 
the authorized text: Geometry (Moise and Downs, 1975). The academic 
students CO!Jlprised 74.7 percent of the sample and studied . geometry using 
. // 
the authorized text·: Math'" ls/Geometr!r Book 1 (Ebos et al, 1981). 
Finally, the practical students consisted of 11.5 per~ent /of the sample and 
- 36 -
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TABLE I 
BREAKDOWN OF SAMPLE BY TEXTBOOK USED FOR GEOMETRY INSTRUCTION 
--
. .. 
IN GRADE EIGHT AND PLACEMENT IN THE NINTH GR:ADE. 
~ 
,;) 
... 
Math Is/2 School Mathematics 2 Totals 
• ... 
'· 
, __ I % # % I % 
. 
Advanced 
Text: Geometrz - 128 13.8 0 0 . 128 13.8 
~-- Moise & Downs ~ 
. 
' 
Academic ' 
.. 
l· 
,_/ ----. Text: Math Is/ 488 52.5 206 22.2 694 74 •. 7 
Geometrz, 
Book 1 
: • ' 
___ / .. 
Practical ' 
' 
Text: · MathematicB . 48 5.2 59 6.3 107 u.s .. 
·for Dailz Use · 
" 
. 
~ 
' 28~5 . Totals 664 71~5 265 929 100.0 
·~ \ 
I 
r I· 
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studied some informal geometry from a practical viewpoint using the 
c. 
authorized text: Mathematics for Daily Use ~Hayden et al, 1981). 
The breakdown in the percentage of students who used Math Is/2 and 
School Mathematics ~ in grade eight is ' also presented in Table I. 
Seventy-one and a half ~rcent of the. students studied Math Is/2 and 28.5 
percent· of the students studied geometry fro~ School Mathematics 2. 
( '. 
·u~ents enrolled' in. advanced mathematics in grade nine did not ,study 
.. 
School Mathematics 2 in grade eight. 
In summary, the majority of grade nine students (88.5 percent) are 
enrolled in advanced or academic mathematics. In these courses, 50 percent 
of the instructidnal time is allocated to the teaching of geometry. 
Question 1 
• 
~· ATe students at the beginning of the ninth grade prepared for deductive 
reasoning? 
' . 
\ The answer 
modif~ed version of 
, 
to this question was obtained py administering a 
the van Hiele Geometry Test: to l 004 grade nine 
students in early September. However, 75 students were eliminated ftbm the 
sample because they were repeaters ( 46 students) or they stud.ied geometry 
using an alternate textbook .. in grade eight (29.stude~ta). .Therefore, the 
teat re~ts of 929 student~ were suitable for data analY-~is. 
The 'students ware. classified into .a van Hie~vel of thinking in 
geomet;ry: Recognition, Anaiyds. Ordering. or Deduction. A parallel 
~ 
---------""":""'-------- --·--·--~ 
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analysis of data using two criteria: 3 out of 5 (60%) items and 4 out of 5 
(80%) items. correct was applied at each ,of the levels. These criteria are 
.. 
referred to as the weaker (3 out of 5) and the stricte'r (4 out of 5) 
criterion respectively. (Usiskin, 1982, p. 23) 
In o.rder to ap.sigo a van ij.iele level to a s~udent, it wa~, necestary 
. . t( 
I . , 
to reach the criterion at all levels from 1 to n and at no_ ot;.her le~els 
. ,_,. 
greater than n so as to be classifi-ed 
meet the criterion at the recognition 
being below recognition (level 0). 
J 
.... 
/ 
at lef el n. 
leve~ } (level 
J 
j 
I 
\ . 
Students who did not 
~ were considere:~ ,1~s 
There were a number of students classified as "nofit", meaning that 
. ' · 
each of th~se students satisfied the indicated criterion at some level n 
I 
but no~ at all levels below n. The- theory requiret ·that the st1,1dents must 
· move through the levels in a fixed sequence: A ,pe~~not be at level n 
without having gone tbrough level n-1. 
\ 
The numbers and percentages of students at each of the van Hiele 
... 
levels and the textbook used in grade eight for geometry instruction are 
presented in Table I 1. Also, the number of students who 'Wiere below the 
. ' 
recognition leYel, and those who did not fit the theory are included. · The 
criterion used in Table 11 was 3 out of "'s (60%) items correct at each 
level. It was possible to claasify 88.7 peX'cent of the students into a van 
Hiele level or below recognition level~ Only 9 students or less than 1 
percent are at the deduction level at the beginning of gra9e nine. 
However, using this weaker criterion, approximately 7 percent were at the 
- ordering level or deduction '' levels at the beginning .of the school :year in 
Newfoundland and Labrador. 
i " ' 
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The numb-:rs a~d percentages of students at each of the van Hiele 
levels and the textbook used in grade eight for geometry instruction are 
reported in Table III. The criterion used in thi.s instance wa,s 4 out of 5 
(80%) items correct at each level. It was possible to classify 95 perc~~t 
of the students into a van Hiele level or below recognition using thfs 
stricter criterion. At the beginning of grade n:lne there were no students 
. 
at the deduction level; an indication that they ~re not ready for 
ded~ct~~easoni'!&• In fact, there ~nly 9 students, or less thao 1 
~ercent, at ' the ordering level at the beginning of the school year. 
A crosstabulation matrix of student van Hiele levels under the 3 
out of 5 and the 4 out of 5 criterion is given in '!able IV. Those students 
'f 
whose van Hiele levels are the same under the two criteria are identified 
~ ' I • 
on the main diagonal ~f the matrix. Only 43.9 percent <;~f students (408 o·f 
" 929) were assigned the same van Hiele level under the two criteria. There 
~ 
were 110 students at the deduction level that met both criteria on the 
modified van Hiele Geometry >Test. 
,.. 
On the basi.s of the ·above results, students at the beginning of 
grade nin·e in Newfoundland and Labrador are not ready for deductive 
reasoning . in geometry. · The majority are at the recognition level and/ or 
I 
analysis level if a 3 out of 5 criterion is appl:ied. Using a 4 out of 5 
criterion, the :majority of students are at the recognit,f.on le~el and/or 
below recognition. at the 
.. 
recognition level. A discbssion -found in '~hapter V. 
• 
-; .~ 
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., 
Ntn:lBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF STUDENTS AT EACH V.AN HIELE LEVEL USING 
Below 
Recognition 
Recognition 
• 
,.---.. 
Analysis 
O.rdering 
Deduction 
Nofit 
Totals 
A 4 OUT OF 5 CRITERION 
i 
Math Is/2 School Mathematlcs 2 
I % I % 
. 
229 34.5 110 41.5 
310 46.7' 114 43.0 
86 13.0 25 9.4 
'""'\. 
.. 
9 1.4 0~ 0 
0 0 0 0 
-
· ~ 
30 ' 4.5 16 6.0 . 
• 
\o. 
-
6&.4 71.5 265 28.~ 
Totals 
# % 
339 
. 
36.5 
424 45.6 
lll 11.9 
9· ·' o. 97 
0 0 
46 5.0 
929, 100.0 
'"'· ------~----- .. - -·----·-----·-
/ 
· ~ 
• • 
1 }' 
j 
Bel.ov 
llecosu.tt1on 
~ . 
Jl.eeogui.ti.on 
-~yai.sY 
Order.l.ng 
. ' 
Deductf.on 
- --- -· - -
lilo J!'i.t 
Totals 
./ 
i 
' 
TABLE IV 
CROSSTABULATION OF STUDENTS fiTTING YAN HIBLE LEVELS WITH 
3 OUT OF 5 CRITERION AND THE 4 OUT OF 5 CRITERION 
Bel. ow 
Recogni.ti.on 
66 
(7.1) 
3 
0 
-
Recogn1t10o/ . Analysi.s 
0 
' 
-
255 0 (27.4) 
• 116 . 81 
. (8.7) 
. 
18 ·20 
1 3 
Ordering , 
0 
o · 
0 
0 
' 
6 
(0.6) 
. . ... 
- r 
3 I 
Deduction 
0 
0 
0 • 
0 
0 
-~ 
/' 
. 
43 34 7 0 0 · 
. 
339 111 9 
~ 
0 
\ 
, . 
No Fit Total s 
r I 
0 66 
0 444 
17 252 
I 
6 53 
. . 
2 9 
-
.. 
21 1Q5 I (2.3) A 
46 929 
t.. · 
. . 
J 
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Question 2 
Are there any differences between the van Hiele levels of mental develop-
ment ln. g'eometry. of grade nine students who were, taught using the 
) ' 
textbooks: Math 11/2 and SchOol Hatbeut1.ca 2? 
... ~· 
. Null Hypothesis: The van Hiele leve~s· of thinking in geometry. of gra:ae 
nine students and the text used for geometry instruction 
\_, in grade eight are indep~dent •. 
, ~ - "\.... 
"- ...... 
-.. 
The null hypothesis was tested using ~he chi-square test of 
"' independence of van Hiele levels· and textbook use\_ for ·geometry 
--.in grade eight. Tests were co~ucted for both J Jut of 5 and 
) ' . 
ins true tlon 
4 out of . 5 
criteria using a two-way contingency table. The level of statistical 
significance selected · for this test was the 0.05 . level. 
,.. 
The DUlllber of 
degrees of freedom . was 5. Therefore, ·a chi-square value equal to or 
' 
it 
greater than 11.07 was necessary for rejection of the null hypothesis. 
,; 
Howeve.r, it must be noted that the expected frequency should be equal to or · 
greater than 5 in at least 80 percent of the . cella and the number of 
... 
degrees of fre.edom must be greater than one. (Runyon S?d Haber, 1971, p. · 
253) '";> 
·Table V is a contingency table for the 3 out of 5 criterion to test 
. 
independence. The expected fre9uency was greater than' 5 in over 90 eercent; 
j ., ~ " 
.. . 
of •the cells. Therefore, the.._chi-square value was found to be 8.84 which· 
• 
resulted in acceptance of the null hypothesis. 
Table VI is a contingency table for the 4 out of 5 criterion to 
test independence. Since the fre9uenciea in the cella for the ·deduction 
level wre "h .. ro, this rov was deleted.' n.e DWiber of degrees of 
' . 
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TABLE V 
( 
... 
CONTINGENCY TAB~ ~R · ? OUT~~ 5 CRITERION 
!11'0 TEST INDEPENDENCE 
. 
- ' • Text . 
'"' 
. 
-, 
Grade Cvni · \ \~ 
·-
Level .. .. Math ls/2 ·School Mathematics 
Grade IX ' 
I . . 
·-
' 
. 44 . Below . . 22 .. 
. Recognition (6.6) ' . (8.3) 
. , 
. . 
. ·3~·4 Re_cognition ·~ •• 130 (47 .• 3) '~(~9.1) : '• y 
• ' ., I 
• 
.. 
'' /"} Anai~sii 190 62 (28.6) . (23 •. 4) . 
•• 
.... . { .. 
t I ) 
Ordering 39 ' . 
·It' 
. . (5.9) (5.3) . 
·. 
.. 
. 
• Deduction .. 9 ·. : 0 
., 
(1.4) - (0.0) 
• 
- . 
'. 
' 
No fit 
. • ~8 ' : 37 
-' · 
. ' ' . . ··tl0.3). (14.0) 
. 
' Totals . 6j~ .. 265 
. ' 
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.. 
' 
· .. 
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2 Tot¥s 
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TABLE VI 
· CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR 4 OUT OF 5 CRITERION 
\ 
I 
I 
I ~--,- ') (' 
f 
... 
• ' 1 . 
I 
• 
• 
• 
Text 
Grad~ VIII 
Level 
Grade IX 
' 
. 
' 
·. 
. . 
Below 
Recognition 
B.ecosni ti_on 
Analysis 
.. 
- Ordering 
. 
Deduction 
' . 
, 
Nofit 
'to tala 
. ' 
' I 
• 
.· 
.. 
. . ~ 
' 
. , 
.. .. 
. 
.,_...._;..... ___ ,....___, _______  ~ -. --.·-
' 
~TO .TEST INDEPENDENCE 
) 
.. 
;,. 
·~ 
' 
Math' Is/2 School Mathematics 2 Totals 
-
I b 229 . 110 . 339 
(34 • .5) . - (41.~) 
' ! 310 114 • 424 
(46. 7J (43.0) 
• 
. 
86 25 . 111 
(13.0). (9.4) 
-
' 
.· 
9 0 9 • 
(1 .. 4) (0.0) , 
' 
-"· 
0 0 0 
: (0-0) - . (~.0) ' . 
. 
~. 
• 
30 16 46 
(4.5) (6.P) 
.. 
' . 
I 
' 
664 265 929 j l 
•' / 
... . 
I . 
i 
. 
.r .,~ 
. ; 
'· 
. , . r . -1, . '• l I 
- < 
. I 
____ 4\ 
• • I • ~ .., _ . . ~.,. · - · - • · -
• 
• 
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freedom was reduced to 4. Therefore, a chi-square "value equal to or 
~ 
greater than 9. 49 was required--.jor rejection of the null hypothesis. The 
expected· frequency was greater than 5 in 90 percent of the cells. 
The ch~-square value# was found to be 9.65 which resulted in 
rejection of the null hypothesis: The van Hiele levels of thinking in 
geometry of grad~ nine students and the text used for geometry instruction 
in grade .eight are independent. 
In summary, t;he level of thinkin_g of students wal8 independent of 
.... 
the textbook used · for geometry instructiott in grade eight when classified 
into a van Hiele level using the 3 out of 5 criterion. However, the level 
of thinking of stpdents was dependent on ' the textbook used for geom~~ry 
instruction in grade eight when the 4 out of 5 criterion was applied. Th~ 
percentages of students at recognition, analysis, an~ ordering levels were 
& 
higher for those Who were taught ~ometry in ~ade eight using Math Is/2. 
As well, the percentage of students below the recognition level was 
smaller. ''some possible 
.., 
reasons . for this phenomenon are discussed in 
Chapter V. 
.... 
Question 3 .. 
I 
• 
. . 
Are there any differences between the van Hiele levels of mental develop-
ment in geometry of grade nine students in Newfoundland and Labrador and 
thdae of students in the United States? :· ' 
Null Hypothesis: There is no significant · differ~nce in the van Hiele 
levels of Mntal development in geoaetry of grade nine 
students in Newfoundland and Labrador !lnd those of. 
students inl'tbe United States. 
·.·.) • • 
::"""!'--~-------.--···. -·-
I 
I 
-
.. 
I 
i 
• 
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• 
The null hypothesis was tested using the chi-square test for 
homogeneity of van Hiele levels and distinct samples of students in 
Newfoundland and Labrador and students in the United States. Contingency 
0 
tables were construct'ed for both 3 out of 5 and 4 QUt of 5 criteria using 
the _fa)ll van Hiele levels of students · in the CDASSG project in tke United 
States. 
The level of significance selected was 0.05~in both inatances. The 
number of degrees of freedom was 4i, Therefor~!- the critical chi-square 
value was 11.07 or greater for rejection of the null, hypothesis • ·1 
. ' 
• I ' )i 
Table VII is a contingency tab.le_ for the 3 out of 5 Cl!iterion to 
test ·homogeneity.. The chi-:-square value was found to be '' 133.19 which 
res~lted in rejection of the uull hypothesis • 
. 
Table VIIX is a' contingency table for the 4 out of 5 criterion to 
' 
test homogeneity. The ~!-square .value was found. to be 40.88 whi~h also 
resul.ted in rejection of the uull hypothesis. 
" 
In summary. there was a significant difference ..: in the van Hiele 
levels .rif mental development in geometry of grade nine students in 
N~wfoundlapd a~ Labrador and thost of students in the United States. The 
percentages of students at the ord~ng and deduction levels were higher 
for stud·ents 1p the United States as present~d in the CDASSG project using 
the 3 out of 5 criterion. However • the percentages of j stud8J1ts at the 
analysis and ordering levels were higher for students in the United States 
.,. 
when the 4 out of 5 criterion was applied. Some possible reasons for this 
inference are discussed in Chapter 5. , 
.·- .. . 
I 
, 
I" 
1 
l 
l 
, 
TABLE VII 
L 
CONTlNGENCY TABLE FOR 3 OUT OF 5 CRITERION 
TO T~ HOMOGENEITY 
• ~ Newfoundland and Uni'ted State& ' · Labradqr 
Below 66 158 
Recognition· (7.1) (6.7) 
Recognition 444 ~~0 (47.8) 8.1) 
• 
• 
. 
Analysis 252 . 596 
. (27.1) (25.2) 
• 
Ordering 53 270 !) .. 
(5.7) (11.4) 
-i I 
Deduction . ! ~ 80 (l.O) (3.4) 
.. \ •, .,. 
·' 
Nofit 105 3S7 
• 
(11.3)' 
.. 
(15.1) 
f 
Totals 929 2 361 
\ 
~ .... ,. ... 
\ 
____ ...._ ___________  _ 
I 
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\ 
' _, Totals 
' 
. - 224 
' -. 
• 
1 344 
. 
846 
323 i 
89 
L 
l 
462 . 
3 290 
, 
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TABLE V~Il 
CONTINGENCY TABL'E FOR 4 OUT OF 5 CRITERION . 
TO TEST HOMOGENEITY 
f 
\ 
, I 
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SUMMARY 
The data collected in the study relative to the three major 
~estions given in Chapter I have been presented in this chapter. 
It was found that the students at the beginning of grade nine were 
not at the van Hiele deduction level of thinking in geometry. The 
student's level of ~hinking in geometry was • found to be independent of the 
text used for geometry instruction in grade eight when the students were 
~ -classified into a van Hiele level using· 3 out of 5 · criterion. However, 
when a 4 out of 5 criterion was· 'wted to classify students, the van Hiele 
level was dependent on the textbook used for ·grade eight geometry 
instruction. In particular, . st~dents who studied Math ls/2 had slightly 
higher van Hiele levels. Finally, the van Hiele levels of students. in 
r 
Newfoundland and Labrador at the beginning of grade nine were significantly 
different than those of students in the United States as determined by the 
CDASSG project in 1982: The van Hiele levels of students at the beginning 
. 
of grade ten ·in the Uni~ed States were higher than those of students at the 
beginning of grade nine in Newfoundland and . Labr~or • . 
A discussion pf the 
• ,II' 
findings as well as impl:ications and 
recommend a tiona is presented in the final chapter. 
.. 
( 
T'• > • • 
_ L 
' 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS. AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. S~Y OF INVESTIGATION 
In this study an attempt was made to determine the van Hiele level 
of tbinkid'k .in geo.etry ,at the beginning of ninth grade. The relationship 
'1. 
between the text uter~als used to study geometry ·in gr'a4_e eight and~ the 
',, 
student's level · of thJ.nking in geometry at the beginni~ of '-thl!' ninth grade 
was investigated. Also, the levels of ~~ental develo~nt. in geometry of 
students in Newtoundland and Labrador were compared with those of students 
in the United States. 
In order to gather the necessary data a sample of grade nine 
studelits was randolllly selected aod a 110d~fied version of the van Hiele 
Geametry Test was ' ad~nistered in September 1983. 
SAMPLE 
0 
Tbe sample of 1 004 grade nine students was randomly drawn from 
the grade n!'ne population in Newfoundland . and Labrador •. ·However, only 
students who studied geoaetry in grade eight using the prescribed textsa 
Math' Ia/2 or School Matheaatica 2 were used for· da~a analysis. · Also, 
those students repeating grade nine were 'elillia.ted fro. the study. 
Consequently, ool.y 929 students were suitable for the atudy • . 
\ 
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It was assumed that these students were representative of grade 
nine mathematics . students in this province. They were enrolled in thre~ 
different mathematics programs in grade 'Dine depending on their ability to 
do mathematic's. The students came from 20 different schools with three 
different administrative arrangements: all-grade, ~nior high, and central 
high school. 
. 
, 
INSTRUMENTATION 
A modified version. of the van Hiele Geometry Test was used in the 
present study. (Appendix B) This test was originally constructed by the 
staff of. the CDASSG project based on the writings of the van Hieles' • 
• (Appendix A) This test was used with 2 700 students in the United States. 
The original 
' ..., 
test contained 25 multiple-choice items on different levels of 
mental development in geometry: Recognition, Analysis, Ordering, 
Deduction, and Rigor. Only the first four levels were used with grade nine 
·students in Newfoundland and Labrador as a result of piloting. 
The van Hiele Geometry Test ·was written by students in the sample 
• 
·in Septeaber before geometry *a studied .in 8)\&de nine. Each student was 
·classified into a van Hiele level of thinking in geometry using t"o 
criteria: 3 out of 5 and ,4 out of 5 items correct at each level. 
Contingency tables were used to determine if the level of . thinking in 
geometry is independent of the textbook used 'for geomet.,, i~uctio~ in 
grade eight. Also, ·contingen~y tables were constructed to deteraine if the 
van Hiele levels of thi!lking in geometry of students in Newfoundland and 
Labrador and those of students in the United States are significantly 
different. 
.. .. ) ... , ..... \
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CONCLUSIONS 
There were three major conclusions reached based on the van Hiele 
testing at the beginning of grade nine. 
l. Students at the beginning of grad~ nine were not at the van 
Hiele deduction level of thinking in geometry. 
2. The level of thinking of students was independent of the 
textbook used for geometry instruction in -grade eight when classified into \ 
a van Hiele level using the 3 out of 5 criterion. However, the level of 
, ,. thinking of · students was dependent on the textbook used for geometr._; 
instruction in grade eight when the 4 out of S criterion was applied. 
3. There was a significant difference in the van Hiele levels of 
students in Newfoundland and Labrador and those of students in the United 
States. Students in this prov~nce were at lower van Hiele levels .at the 
beginning of grade nine than those of students in the United States at 'the 
beginning ' of grade ten. 
II. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATION . OF THE FINDINGS 
'- The results of this study were presented in detail in the previous 
chapter as they relate to the three major questions. In · this chapter, the 
findings are discussed. 
, .. 
. ( 
' \ 
The first major conclusion indicated that grade nine stu~ents are 
I 
• not ready for a study of deductive l'easoni'ng at the beginning of the school 
year. The major of students were at the recognition (47 .8 percent) and 
analysis ( 27.1 percent) le-vels of the van Hlele theory when a 3 out of 5 
• 
. ·~ .. 
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criterion was used to classify the students into a level. In order to 
reach the deduction level, the students would have to move through the 
ordering level. However, only a small number of students ( S. 7 percent) 
were at __ !~.9" ordering level at the beginning of the school year. These 
.. 
studej'n~s with the aid of instruction may reach the deduction level before 
the 1~nd of grade nine. 
- -~/ 
The· results are very discouragihg when· a 4 out of 5 cri-~n was 
used to classify the students. In this instance, the majority oflstudents 
were at the recognition (45 ; 6 percent) or be·low recognition (3fi.5 percent) 
----
levels. Even more di_sturbing was the lar~e number of students below the 
recognition level in geometry 'in this provin'ce. It seems that these 
students were t:~tering grade nine with very little knowledge of geometry. 
"hey have difficulty with recognition of shapes which is an ;>bjective of ' 
kindergarten. 
From a crosstabulation· ·of · results, it was determined that the 
majority of students were at the recognition level at the beginning of the 
ninth grade. One.poasible reason for this could be a lack of instructional 
..... 
time allocated to the teaching of geometry from kindergarten to gr ade 
eight. Roberts (1979) conducted a study· of time spent on teaching geometry 
in the elementary school in_ Newfoundland and Labrador. He reported that • 
the mean time spent on geometry to be 2 . 53 'weeks per year, thus ~~~aking this 
reason plausible ( p. 63). This study did , not investigate· the amount of 
) 
. ·r instructional time spent on geometry in previous grades. This ~a an issue 
which must be given some attention in future by mathematics educators in 
Newfoundla9d and I.abrador. 
I 
I 
\ 
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The results of this study have implications for geometry 
instruction in junior high school. The instruction should fit the 
cognitive level of the student. It would appear that for the majority of 
~ 
students instruction at the analysis and ordering levels would be. most 
appropriate. The!efore, deductive reasoning should be a vertical 
enrichmept topic for some students toward the end of grade nipe rather than 
a major component of a prescribed . course such as advanced mathematics. 
The second major conclusion related to the , kinds of g~ometry 
experiences enc.ount~red prior to grade nine. _As a .result of parallel 
analysis of results using two . criteria, the conclusion is dichotomous. 
, 
Hence .. it is necess~ry to discuss both aspects of this conclusion. 
The student's level of thinking in geometry was found to be 
independent of the textbook using' a criterion of 3 out of .5 items correct 
at each van Hiele level. Although the percentage of stud'ents at the 
analysis level (28.6) was greater for .Math Is/2, it must be remembered 
that in some instances ·these students are average or above average in ,.. 
~- . 
mathematics ability. The data -in Table I indicated that all students 
enrolled in ·advanced mathematics in grade nine studied Math Is/2 in grade 
eight. 
. . 
When the guess'ing factor was reduced using a 4 out iof 5 criterion, 
there was a marginal significant diffe-rence between the stu~ent ~ s van Hiele 
tex .. /tbooks level in~ geometry at the beginning of grade nine and used for . 
... 
' geom~try instructiondn g~ade eight. Th~ s~udents who were taught geometry 
in grade eight from Math t.s/2 teocled to have .higher van Hiele -levels. The 
. ( 
results in Table r;u indJ.cat~d that approximately 42 p_ercent of students 
( 
-
,... .. . --'\- -- ·:· 
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who were taught geomexry from School ~thematic& 2 were below the 
recognition level at. the beginning of the ninth grade. 
'-----.., 
At \he same time, 
approximately 35 percent of stude"Dts who were taught geometry from Math 
Is/2 were below the recognition level. 
There is one possible explanation for this lack of knowledge . of 
geometric · terminology. .The tei!-Chers in grade eight may have taught 
mathematics using the p~ge-by-page approach. In this instance, the 
geometry in School Mathema~tcs 2 is .~he erid of the text whereas some 
geometry ~n Math Is/2 is located in the middle of.' the text. Teachers may 
not, have had enough instructional tfme to teach geometry. 
Furthermore, there is a_ belief among some teachers of mathematics 
that geometry begins in grade nine. Geometry is not considered a basic 
skill from kindergarten · .to grade eight. It has been _ con!Jidered as the 
domain of senior high school (Grades 9-12) .' · This belief has permeated the 
primary and elementary schools, in particular, where the maj~ity of 
.r 
teachers have very little training in teachin:g J!~Bthematics and especially" 
• · geometry. 
The third maj~r conclusion related to the van Hiele levels of 
students in New~dland and Labradol' and those of students in the . United 
States. The van Hiele levels of students in the United States -were 
,significantly higher than those of students_ at the beginning ot grade, nine 
in Newfoundland and Labrador. , ; 
In malting such a comparison, there are. some importa~t conside-
rati ons. It must be remembered that 56 percent of the sample in the CDASSG 
project entered the tenth grade in the ·.fall. Usiekin (1982) also stated: 
.. ... 
. ' · 
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·, 
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"In the United States, secondary school geometry is usually •st~died . in I) 
single year, normally · in the tenth grade". (p. 1) This is an :lmportaot 
factQr since the students were likely a year older in most -instances. \ 
• Usiskin ( 1982) found that when 3 out of 5 was uqed in the fall"-- and 
level 5 (Rigor) was excl~ded, 85 percent of the students could be 
't. 
classi~ied. He also . fou~d 3 percent of the students at the deduction 
' <' 
level • ( p • 9 8) This is higher than the ·results for Newfoundland and 
Labrador, but the stud~nts may have had some geometry ' ~nsttuction in grade 
..__ 
nine as well as previous' grade~ •__.---· -
Usiskin (1982) . found that: "The tougher 4 out of 5 criterion 
minimizes the 'chance of a s.tudent being at a level of guessing" . (p. ' 7 9). 
Also, he found in the fall that 92 percent of the students could be 
class.~fied in a van Hiele level if level 5 (Rigor) was excluded and tile 4 
out of 5 c r1 terion was applied. · In ~hi' instance, he found -31 perc~nt 
below recognition a~ 43 ~at recogn~tion. 
-
III. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER ,RESEARCH 
1 
Student thinking in · geometry -.£ the beginning of grade nine in 
Newfoundland o and Labrador was analyzed in·. this study. It has been 
suggested that there may be ~ llUIIlber ·of fac;tors contributing to the 
extremely . low levels of student thinking in geometry at the beginni~g of 
' ..... 
grlde nine. 'Instru~tional time spent ~n geome.try, instrtictional strategd.es 
.... 
and/or text•materials utilized for geometry 1~truction must be · taken into · 
considerati-on. 
.-~ 
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··The ·following recOIIJIIendatio.os for further t;eaearch ··are suggested: -
1. That a similar. study be cooducted at the end of grade nine to 
~ 
indicate ,if students are prepared for deductive. reasoniog in the senior 
high ma~heaatics courses. • 1 ~ 
2. That a year lo~ s~udy be conducted, wi.th the saae sam;J.e~t a 
specific~ grade lev.el !n order ,to de~temne the a11~t of instructional tiae 
t:equired .to·- IIOve froil '~ne·)e~el of thinklng to the next in geometry. 
• ~ ' I 
' i' - . 4 ' ' . 
~! • 3. That · a . study be _ ·condu~t;f at t'e 8o4 of the sixth ·~·d~ ~~.ns 
act,ual ·~hapes: square. rectangle, tr~ansie;. parallelogram, . c~r'cle, . etc. 
::-. 
' ·This research wuld help . to deteraine· the apfropdate ge~try for ·junior. 
, A I ' f' 
high school. 
.. 
. 4 
. ' 4. Th~~ a atu4y be conlucted •with teacJ;lera of .. theutica at .the /. 
I j , 
priaary, eleaientary, and juniot bigb Khoola •. to de~raJ.ue , ._their l.evel of 
. I .'f • • • • 4 
thinkioa .in po!Mtry .... 
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APPENDIX A 
BEHAVIOURS AT EACH VAN HIELE LEVEL 
• 
In 1979-80, all of the van Hiele writings available to the CDASSG 
project personnel were examined for quotes that described behaviours of 
students at a ,given level. 
1 
A total of nine vor>" were examined, four 
' originally -written in English, five translated into English from Dutch, 
German, or French. The following is a list of behaviours, sorted by level. 
(Usiskin, 1982, pp. 9-12) 
Level 1 (the~· base level; level 0) 
(P.M~, 1958-59) 
/ • 
1. "Figures are judged' according to their 
2. "A child recognizes a rectangle by its 
the ~ectangle seems d~nt 3. " ••• and 
~ppearance ... 
form 1 shape·. 
to him from a square. .. 
4. "When one has shown to a ch.tld of six, a six year old child;- what a 
. . . 
s. 
rhombus is, what a rectangle is,. what ' a square is, wbat a parallelo-
gram·. is, he is' able to produje tbos.e"" .... tl-3\'r.es without error on a 
geoboa~d of Gattegno, even in difficul~ situ~tions.· 
' , ~a chU~_d ;does not recogn'ize a parallelogram in a ~hombus ... 
-. 
• 6. "the rhombus is not a parallelogram. •The rhombu.s appears ••• as 
something quite different." 
(P.M., 1968) 
7. •when one says that one calla a quadri_,lateral ~oae four sides are 
equal a rhombus this . statement will not be enough to convince the 
beginning student [frO. which. I'.deduce ttuit t his ie hie level OJ that 
the parallelograaa which be . caUs equal'ea · are ~ part . of. , tM. set of 
rhombuses·." · · 
' 
' . / .( 
\ 
.. 
'· 
• 
I 
'----··-·- -
• • .. J' 
-- --___,.....-... -....... 
. · . 
• 
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(P.M., 1979) 
8. (on a question involving recognition of a tilted square as a square) 
:; "basic level, because you can see it!" / 
, 
Level 2 (their first level) 
• l (P.M., 1957) 
• 
1. "He is able to associate the name 'isosceles triangle' with a specific 
traingle, knowing that .two of its sides are equal, and draw the subse-
q~ent conclusion that the two corresponding angles are equal." 
(Dina, 1957; P.M. and Dins, 1958) 
2. "... a pupil who kn~ws the ,properties of the rhombus "1lnd can name 
them, will a~so · have a basic ~derstanding of j the isosceles triangle • 
semirhombus. .·. · . 
3. "The figures are the ~upports (lit. 'supports' in French) of their 
,properties." 
4. "That· a · figure is a rectangle signifies that it has four right angles, 
it is a rectangle, even if the figure is not traced very carefully." 
.. 
5. "The figures .are identified by properties. (E.g.) If one is told 
that the f:f,gure traced ·on the black~ard possesses four right ~ogles, 
it is a rectangle, even if the figure is not traced very carefully." 
6. "The properties are not yet organized in such a way that a square is 
identified as being a rectangle." ·. 
(P.M., 1959) • 
7. "Th~ child learn& to see the rhombus as an equi~ateral quadrangle with 
identical opposed angles and interperpendicular diagonal~ . that .bisect 
both at each other and the angles." · 
' . . 
8. 
I (a raiddleground between this and the u~t level) · ~ce ·the child gets· 
to the s_tage where it knows the rhombus and recognizes ' the isosceles 
· triangles for a s~ai-rhombus, it will also . be able to determine 
offhand a certain number of properties of ' the equilateral triangle." 
9~ "Once it bas been decided that a structure is an 'isosceles t~iangle' 
the child will alao·know that a certain number of governing properties 
must ·be· present, without bavtna to ••oriie · thea in t;his spec1,8l 
.,.~ case." .. 
" 
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(P.M., 1976) 
10. "The inverse of a function still belongs to the first teoug~evel." 
11. "Resemblance, rules of probability, powers, equations, functions, 
revela tiona, sets - with these you can go from zero to the first 
thought level." 
Level 3 (their second level) 
(Dina, 1957) 
1.' "Pup:f:ls ••• can understand what is meant by 1 proof 1 in geometry. They 
have arrived at the second level of thinking." 
... 
'(P.M., 1957) 
2. "He can manipulate the interrelatedness of the characteristics of 
~eometric patterns." 
3. 
.. 
"e.g., if on tlie strength of general congr1,1ence theorems, he is able 
· to ded\lce the equality of angles or linear segments of specific 
figures." 
(P.M., 1958-59) 
4~ "The properties are ordered [lit. 'ordonnet 1 ]. They · are deduced from 
each other: · one property precedes or f~llows another property." 
·. . .~ . 
"' . ~ 5. "The intrinsic .significance of deduction · is not ·_ understood by the 
atudent." 
6. "The square . is recognized as being a rec_t41nglca bec;~use· at this level 
definitions of "figur,..., come into plaY•" . ~ _ 
(P.M., 1959) 
7. 
8. 
"the child (will) r~cognize tH~ · r~o~~~-_ by ~ens - of -~e~tain of its 
properties • • • because, e.g., it -'1'8. ' 8." :~dtahgl• .... 'f.tl~se· diagonals 
bisect .each other perp'endicularly'. ~ -~>-~ .· ,_ <... · ·. :.· · .-. :~ 
.. . 0· -:. ,(· ... ~-· . . ~~ · ·.:~ .. · . ~-::-- =.1 - . .. ~-... e ~·-"' -· · 
"It (the child) is not capable ~ o~·-. s.~u~y~~:·seo.~t!'~ ·~P-.'ibe strictes t 
senae of the word." · · · · 
9. ·"The child knows how to reason i'n ac~QJ;'dance with .a deductive logical 
aya tea • • • . thia · is · not however,. identical with . re.aaoning on the 
strength of foraai logic." .. · 
'\. 
\ '- r •. ~ ' 
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(P.M., 1976) 
10. wthe question about whether the inverse of a function is a function 
belongs to the second thought level." 
1'1. wThe undetlltanding of implication, equivalence, negation 'of an 
implication belongs w the second thought level."' 
(P.M., 1978) 
12. "they are a~ to understand more advanced thought structure such as: 
'the plrallelism of the lines implies (according to the signal 
chara~ter) the presence of a saw, and therefore (according to their 
symbolic character) equality of the altern~te-interior angles'."' 
13. l "I Jthe student) c~n· ·learn a definition by heart. No .level. 
undlrstand that definitions may be necessary: second level."' 
I can 
14, you know-what is meant by it [the use of 'some' and 'all'] second ' 
level~" 
Level 4 (their third level) 
(P.M., 1957) .. 
1 •. "He will reach the third level of thinking when he starts manipplating 
the intrinsic characteristics of relations. For example: if he can 
distinguish between a proposition and its · reverse" [sic·· meaning our 
converse] 
o: (Drna; 1957) 
. 
·2, "We· can start studying a deductive system of propo~itions i.e., the 
way in which the interdependency of relations is effected. Defi-
nitions and propositions now come within the pupils' intellectual , 
horizon." 3.' "Parallelism of the lines illlplies equality of the corresponding angles 
and vice versa." 
(P.M. and Dina, 1958) 
4. "The pupil will be l;lble 1 e.g. to distinguish between a proposition and 
its converse." 
r 
5, "it (is) . ••• possible to· develop an axioutic system of geometry". 
I . 
' 
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, 
(P.M., 1958-59) 
6. "The mind is occupied with the significance of deduction, of the 
converse of a theorem, of an axiom, of the conditions necessary and 
sufficient." 
{P.M., 1968) 
7. • .• one could tell him (the student) that in a proof it is really a 
question of knowinglhether t~se theses are true or not, or rather of 
the relationship between the truth of these theses and of some others . 
I Without their understanding such rel8tionships we cannot explain to 
the s t\ldent _tha.t_ ,one has to have._ reconrse.-t.o.... axioms." [ l induced the 
level from. the first part of this statement; he never identifies the 
level.) 
Level 5 (their fourth level) 
(Dina~ 195 7) 
1. 
t 
"A comparative study of the various deductive systems within the field 
of geometrical relations is ••• reserved for those, who have reached 
the fourth level ••• ". 
(P.M! and Dina, 1958) · 
2. "finally at the fourth lev~l (hardly atta~nable in secondary teaching) 
logical thinking itself can become a subject matter." 
3. "The axiomatic& themselves belong to the fourth level." 
(P.M., 1958-59)--
, . 
4. "one doesn't ask such questions as: what are points, lines, surfaces, 
etc.? • • • Figures · are defined only by S)"'llbola connlcted by relati on-
ships. To find the specific meaning of the symbols, one must t~n to 
lower levels where the ~ specific meaning of these symbols can be seen. • 
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APPENDIX B 
1. Van .Hiele Geometry Test 
\ ~ (Directions) 
. \ 
I 
I 
2. Van Biele Geometry Test 
3. Van Riele. Geometry Teat 
(Answer Sheet) 
. 4. Van Hiele GeOIIletry Test 
(Answers) 
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VAN HIEL! GEOMETRY TESTA . 
Directions 
Do not open this test booklet until you,are told to do so. 
" , 
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This test contains 20 questions. 
everything on this teat'. , 
It is not ~pected that you know. 
When you told to begin': 
1. Read each question carefully. 
2. Decide upon the answer you think is corree t. There is on1y one 
correct answer to each question. ~·• out _ _ t_he lt~tter ·: . 
corr~aponding to your .an8wer on your answer sheet •. 
3. Use the space pro~Tided on the answer sheet for figuring or 
dra~ng. Do not IIUlrlt on this teat boo.ltlet .• 
4. If you want 
aDSwer. 
to. change an answer, co11pletely erase the first 
I 
5. You will have ·30 1dnutea for this teat: 
Wai.t until your teacher says that you may begin. 
• 0 
*Thb teat is baaed on the work of ·P. H. van Hiele. 
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l. Which ·of .these are aqwrrea? 
• G 
<} 
(A) K only 
' (B) L only ·~ 'Q (C) M oniy .;1 ( _D) L and M o~y K . 
(E),.· All are sqU.rea .~ 
2. Which of these .are 'trla~~e.s? ~ • 11. •• • • ; ·-·. 
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(A) · None of th.eie ar.e .tdangles. 
(B) v onty 
(C) w only '\ 
. , 
. (D) w and X on1y ; 
(E) v and W on~y 
. . " . 
·3. Which of these · ar~ reeta~iles? 
.  S _ 
' . (A) . S . only 
. (1~) ,··T o~·y_. . • <~o, : . 
~.... '(C). S -~ 4 T only 
·-."<»> .. s_ ~ - . · :~ · only. 
.. · , · ; . . ' (E) ._- All au rectaqle•. : 
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4 • ..-Jibioh of these are ;9quarea? 0 • 
r 
O 'o 
G ' -r H . 
(A) None, of these are aq.uarea •. 
.. (B) G only 
~C) I!' and G only 
(D) G and I only . · .. j 
' ~ 
(E) All art square~. ~ ... 
.· 
. 
5. Which of these are .parall~logramt? 
' . 
M 
(A) J only 
(B) ·L only 
. ' 
(C) J ,aDd M only 
.. ~ ' . 
(D) _· None of ·these are paJ'allelosrams • • 
{E) All are parallelograu. 
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6. PQR.S .ia ' a -aqqre. 
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• ' ' ft. . • .. ·. . ' ' :... ' ' • . .'· .' ' 
<> • Cf . . . ...,... 
'trnUc:b relatlonebip~~ ' true ' in ~ au. ·~~rea,t ' 
' ' .. . ., ' ' . 
(A) ft .· and 8 have the .... lenatb. . ·. ' p .,'Q 
'. 
• b • . • . .....::_ ·· 
· · (B)· · Qs ·and Pi ·are . perpeoa'ic.il.ar.· · · 
. <~> ;.n •~4.;.ifa ·a~.· P~~~~1.c~~~- . 
(D) .. PS aDd ~ have· t~ ...• . : leaitb.~' 
(i) Anile Q . 1a.J.a~aer ~ha~ a;;le,i.) 
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7. the diagonals. 
... 
. ·' 
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lfhich of (A),..(D) 11 ~ true in every rectanale? · 
,· (A) 'lbere are fou,(rtsh~ ana.lea. 
~ (B) There are four sides. · 
. . (c) me 'diagonals' have ~he ..... ~ength.- .... 
~'(D) .. The opposite· aide~ have tlie _.._. leDSth. ., -
. . ' 
. (Et.._ All of (A)-:(D) are . true in eve17 rectanal!·,,·· 4 . 
.... _, ... 
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(A) ~· two diaioD41• hav•~tba 1aae lanath• 
' . . ' \ , ,. ... . 
(B)' Bach di&aoaal bilacu tWo qlai of tba rb•bua. 
(C) the twio(_dlrqonala are parpaDdic~r. . , .\ 
~ . . ' " .., ' 
(D).-. 1be oppoe~te ••atlet ba•• t~ ~ ·~••r•~ 
: (a)\ Ali' ~f · (A),;.(D). ac-· ~ ia. a'hir,. c~~1Na. · . 
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9 • . ·An .isosceles 'triangles is a triangle with two sides of equal ],ength. 
Her;e are three examples. , 
,. 
• 
_,. 
Which of (A)-(D) is true in every·iaoaeelea trianale? 
(A) The. three~.uit ·have the same le~gth. 
(B) .One aide .. ~.,._-twice the ienath of another side. 
J 
(C) 
(D) 
(E) 
1bere ·aust.be at lea1t two angles with the~~~ .eaaure. 
The .three :nales fluat bav~· the aaae •asure{ 
' . . . None of (A)~(D) 111 tru~ ln · er'~ iaoaeele• triangle. 
• 
• . 
1~/ .._two ~rele~ with center• P aDd Q inter .. ct at 1l aDd. S · to fora a 
. 4-aided figure 'PlQS~r~ ata 7tvo exaaples. 
'· . . 
I ' 
' ·, . 
Which of .(A)•(D) 11 ,pot· alva11 true? 
;,. 't . . • • . • 
('A) ' PI.QS will -i!ave t¥o ·~lri· of tides of equal llaat,ll• 
(B) PI.QS will ahve at lean two aqlea of equal Maa~re • 
.., (C~ Ttaa Uael" iQ and. ii Vi.ll be -perpeadiculir. ' 
(D) Aqle•· P and Q vill ba'N the ....... aure. 
(I) All ot (A)•(D) are true.: ) 
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11. Here are tw9 statements. 
Stateaent 1: Figure F is a rectangle. 
Statement 2: Figure F is a triangle. 
, . t 
Which is correct? 
(A) 
(~) 
'(C) 
If 1 11·· true, then 2 is true. 
. ' . ;. . . 
If ~ i~ . false, than 2 is true. 
1 aDd ···2 cannot both be true. 
. (D) 1 and 2 cannot both be false • 
(E) None of (A)-(D) is correct. 
12. Here are tvo stateaents. 
~ 
·stateaent S: ~ABC has three aides of 
"stateaent T: In ~AJC,lB and.Lc have 
\ ( Which is correct? 
~ 
State.enta S and T cannot b~th be true. 
• 
(A) 
(Bj: If s 1a tl'lJe, then T 1.a ·true. 
-(C) If T 11 true, then S 11 true • 
(D) If S is falee~ than T 11 falae • 
(E) None· of (A)-(D) h correct. 
. I 
13. Which of ~hate can be called rectanalee? 
(A) ·AU can. • 
(B) q· onl:y 
(C) a onl:y 
(D) P and Q only I I 
(B) Q aDd a olalr. 
. ' 
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the aaae length. 
the saae •asure. 
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Which 1a true? J 
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(A) All . properties «f ~ectanglea are properties of all squares. 
(B) . All properties of squares are,properties of all rectangles. 
(C) All propert~e·• of rectangles ar_e properties of all parallelograms. 
(D) All properties of squares are pro~erties of all parallelosra ... 
(!J None ot' · (A)-(D) 1's ·true. ) 
-"* . 
. . 
... ; 
What do .all .rectanglee have that solie . paral1elograas do not have1 
(A) 
(B) 
opposite aides equal 
" 
diagonals equal 
(C) oppoaite aides parallel 
(D) .oppoalte aqlei equal 
(E) none of. (A)-(D) 
. I 
16. Here is •. right triangl~. ~C. i.Bqulla~eral triangles ACE,_ ABF, and BCD 
have been constructed on t\)e afct.es ·of ABC. ~ 
I 
~--/TE 
. ' 
f \ -. 
\ ' 
.._.' D 
from . th.il inforution, one ~n prove that, m. ii and Cr' have a point 
' 1o cOIUIOn/ What WQuld thb proof tall you? 
. (A) Oo.ly 11:i this triangle drawn can we be. sure !that AD,.")- .and, Or 
· have a point in cOIUIOn• 
(B) .In .oa.· but not all' riaht tria~laa, ·a, ii aDd Ci have • point 
ll 
(C) 
.. (D)· 
In allf ¥ab.t triangle, · Af», ii ·and 6J have a point in coaoa. 
In a~ tri qi.., lD, II aDd ft ban a poin.t la. c~a. • !::...-: \ .q I llatorol U~~jla~ 'li ODd llf ba90' 0 pol.at la , . (I) 
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\ 
Here are . three properties of a. flgur'e • . 
. ' ~ 
Property D: It has di~s6nala of. eq~l length. 
Property S: It. ia a ~quare • 
Prope»ty Rs It ia a rectangle. • 
Which ia . tru~ 
.. 
(A) D iapli~a S wb~cb ta~lit• a. 
' ·. 
(B) D iapliea 1l which iaplie~ s. 
... 
(C) s ~apli• 1l wl\ich iaplies D • 
(D) .. 1l implies D which lap lies S .._ " ' .I 
(E) R iapliea S which implies D. 
/ --,, ,_ .) 
-"'--.,..--~ 
. ~ · 
• 
• 
Here are .t¥9 ai:atemenu. 
• • lo 
II. 
If a fiaure is a rectangle, ita diago-nals bisect each other.• 
If the cliagoaala of a fiaure . biaect each other, the figure 
.. ~ ·, 
· 11 a nc taqle. .... 
·, . 
' 
Which ia correct! 
(A)'"_ ro prove I ia , true, ' it 1a enouah to , prove that II 1a true. _, 
;~o: (B) To prove 11 1a true, it 1a eDOUah tO prove that I ia 
' ·.• ' ~ 
{C) ' To pr ove II 1a true, it . ia eno':'lh . to find one 
. 
diaao~a biaact each' other. 
· (D1 · To pro .. ri l'a ta~•C!• . it ·1a ·enouah 
whose diaaooala b11ect a.Ch other~ 
(B) ~Hone of (A)-(D) ia _co,rrect. · 
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19. In ge~etry& 
. 
(A) ~very tera can ~· defined . and every true_ etateaent can be proved 
true. • . 
. (B) · 
(D) 
(E) 
\ 
Every tena can be defined but it 1a oeceuary to aa&UJile tlult 
&· 
certain etateaanta are true. 
Some tllru auat be left undefined but every · true statement can be · 
prov~d true. t. · 
Soae teru IIU&t be left. -~efined' aDd · it is ~~e~aa 'J to ~ve . 
soae ata~eaent8 which are ~auaed ~ue. 
None of (A)-(D) ia ~rrect. 
. . 
~ · 
' . 
20. gxaaine these three ientencea. 
. 
(1) Two linea perpendicular to the aaae line are· ~rallel • 
. , ·, ' 
(2)-. A line that ia perpe .. icular to one of two ~ralle.l·li~ea 1a 
' -perpendicular to~ the other. 
' .. 
• · (3.) If two -line• are equidistant, then they are parallel. 
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In the figure belov, it ia aiven that linti• a· .a ·P are perpendicular · · . ~ 
.,. . ~ ~ . . ' ' 
• and linea n a~ p are perpeadicW.a_r. Wbicb of ~~ abo-ta aentence• 
could ' be the rea.on that Una • ia paralld · to Une n?· 
I , 'ff 
(J.) 
~t(B) 
·(C) 
~··. (D). 
(1) o'nly 
(2) onl:y 
(3) oaly 
~tber (1) ,or (2) 
(I) lither (2) ~~(~) 
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.. 
~r~aa out th~ ~orrect answer. · 
l. - ~ A B c D E 
2. A- B c D E 
. 3. A B c 
.4. A B c 
D E 
~ -~ D ·£ 
j · 
~. ·A B c D E . 
I 
6 •.... A I · c 
• 
D E 
7~ B · C D E a: ·. A . B c D E 
9. ·A B c D E 
I 
. 
10. · A B c D ·E 
•• 
... 11. . A C . E (, ~ B D ,. 
12. ' A B c · D E 
, .. 
13. A B c 
.»· • .r E 
14.- A B- c I D 
L- ' 
. . 15. ·A ' B c D 
.. ~ •. 
' •'. /,''· -~ • ..:.. 
.. 16. A I c D 
. 17. A I c D ;; 
' · 18.- . A· B c )) 
lt. .. ' ' w . . . A J · ·C ·, ' · D .. 
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1,. B 
' 2'0 D 
3. c 
4. B 
s.· E 
6. B 
7. E 
8. A 
9. c 
~t 10. D 
11. c 
u ·. B 
13. A 
1\o A · 
15. B 
16; .. c 
17. c 
. . 18. 1) 
.19 • . D 
20. A 
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